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FRA13C0IS DI CUREL- - THE MAN.
Francois de Curel, nobleman, engineer, hunter,
psychologist, dramatist and poet, to whom nothing
modern remains foreign, but who nevertheless "dans
une 4me d'auj ourd'bui
,
garde la nostalgie du passe",
is one of the most enigmatic figures of contemporary
literature. He was born at Metz, June 10, 1854, of
an ancient noble family that counts among its illus-
trious forbear0i
,
one Gauthier de Gurel, whose ex-
ploits were sung in the Memoirs of Joinville, as well
as another who, some eighty years ago, composed the
most fascinatingly titled cookery boo :, - - . :,L' Art
d'Irriter La Gueule," (which by the way, says Francois
de Curel, promises far too much), and a third, Leonoe
de Curel, whose books on the hunt caused quite a
ripple some sixty years back. Cn his mother's side
his intellectual heredity was by no means negligeable.
However, Francois in his childhood did not pro-
mise to profit much from such a heritage. At the
Jesuit College at Metz he did not in any way distin-
guish himself. His tastes for literature were secon-
dary to bis interests in science. And why not? He
was the heir to the famous Wendel smelting establish-
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2merits, renowned throughout Europe for the important
part they have played in the history of French metal-
lurgy. After having received his two degrees at
Nancy, he studied at L'Ecole Gentrale des Arts et Ma-
nufactures, and then left for Germany in order to "be-
come more proficient with the German side of the
industry. But, the old hatred between France and
Germany quickly put an end to Francois' industrial
ambitions. Being at the age when 'watching oneself
live is a matter of vital interest, he did not regret
the decision of the German government on hi s behalf;
he returned to his castle and divided his time between
violent exercise and reading. Being ar avid reader
he soon discovered and explored all of French contem-
porary literature. Racine and Gorneille had been not
only his gods, cut the criterion "by which all others
•vere judged. How he drank deep at Stendhal, and the
psychologists
.
Finally in 1885, he began to write, but nob for
the theater, as he had resolved never to do anything
in that line. He felt himself gifted for psycholo-
gical analysis, and the stage appeared as the last
and v/crst medium of expression for the inspirations
which "/ere 1 eginning to fill his mind.
e
3He changed his trind quite radically upon read-
ing- the no f too favorable criticism of Charles Kaur-
ras, "but instead of producing farces as he had been
advised, he shocked the world by the austere psycho-
logy of "L'Envers d'une Sainte. " And he has always
continued to surprise his select public every now
and then with some play which smacks of originality,
thought, psychology, and tragedy.
B. H. Clark, -ho had expected to find the author
of "Les Fossiles" a serious and severe demeanored
aristocrat, found on the contrary a "short, thick set,
ruddy oomplexionedj black-bearded nan, 'whose merry
smile and jolly ways' made him think of a brownie."
He lives a very secluded life, dividing his time
between his "hotel in Paris, and his castles in
Lorraine". Perhaps it is due to this almost monas-
tical seclusion that his works have been preserved
from any trace of Parisianism.
The frivolity of contemporary society annoys
him, and impresses him very unfavorably. He prefers
the company of his huntsmen and followers, his dogs,
to the prattle of the salons. Bather is he enamored
€
4of the tall trees, theVild wind, the r'eep black
forest in which he spends most of his time when he
is not writing some play or other.
Th i s eni gma tic n oh 1 eman hasheen able to 1
e
true tc his Inspiration i hecause he does not have to
write for a living, nor cater to the tastes of his
audiences. The theater is out an avocation with
him. That is why his career has "been so exceptional-
ly fascinating; his plays so strange, and his renown
so small.
His work, although poor at times, compels one
to admiration, for in every play, regardless of its
value, Curel remains the disenchanted and pitiless
oh server! the ruth], ess ironist, the melancholy moral-
ist, the enthusiastic orator, the hold thinker, an •
ahle and vigorous dramatist, capable of committing
the greatest blunders He is a complex and
arresting person, this French "amateur" of genius,
whose plays have net the world thinking!
e
5CUREL , THE DRAMATIST
.
"Prenez un fait divers, mettez beaueoup de pen-
see autour et servez chaud. Vcus aurez une bo .ne
piece qui plaira aux humbles et aux delicats, et
qui sera complete puisqu'elle contierdra le raouve-
ment—qui est l 1 essence du drame--et la philosophic,
qui est sa noblesse*"
"There you have, says Francois de Curel, my
dramatic technique in a nutshell." Let us take the
following incident:
A woman was arrested on a charge of murder. Great
influence was brought to bear in the case, and the
court and public were made to elieve in her inno-
cence. She was defended on the fy^-nd of insanity.
After several years of confinement, she contrived
to escape from the asylum where she had been" incar-
cerated, and returned tc her family.
In order that "L'Enver d'une Sainte" be the re-
sult of some reflection upon the preceding bit of
newspaper gossip, no less than the meditative curios-
ity of 3 Montaigne coupled with the fougue of a ; us-
ee t is necessary. Curel has nroved to us that he
possesses within him just such a hybrid soul, as " rell
as the courage of his convictions.
Critics who have tried to catalogue his plays
have found it rather impossible because of their
diversity of theme, treatment, and inspiration; some
are subtle and disquieting (La Danse devant le Miroir,
Orage Mystique,) others are strange and terrible (Les
Fossiles, L'Envers d'une Sain te , Terre Inhumaiiie),

6while others are of a magnificence that attains
sublimity. (La .Nouvelle Idole). All are passion-
ately sorrowful, and might easily have tempted a
Coraeille or a Sophocles.
The themes that attract Curel, are "based on
abnormal cases in the psychology of crime, heredity,
or sex pathology. Though n aver morbid like the
Goncourt and Henry J3ataille, he disconcerts all
but the very discriminating by his subtle analysis
an dl his evasive nuances. That the pretty-pretty
enigmas of sentiment are not for him, is quite evi-
dent by the absence of the love interest per se.
When it does appear it is entirely Stripped of ro-
mance and ready for the scientific laboratory. Yet,
Curel ie far from adopting the pseudo -scientific pose
affected by Zola. True to hi^ own inspiration and
very little influenced "by outside opinion, he seeks
to express the constant diversity between his instin-
ct and his intellect. He utterly failed to do this
in his early work, "Le Sauvetage du Grand-due,"
L'Ete des Fruits sees." These novels as well as a
few short stories do not in any way suggest play-
wright, except perhaps in discursiveness.
When Maurras* sarcastic: "Au theatre, M . he
Curel, Au theatre i Aicened the dormant Muse, the

7young "flaneur", regardless of literary schools, or
of dramatic tradition, set a"bout writing plays. He
could not understand the "raison d'etre" of the well-
made-play, "because it played havoc with the author's
inspiration; neither could he see the advantage of
using the stage as a pulpit— "Eclairer le peuple par
ces moyens est line ohimere." So
,
disciple of Stend-
hal, he wrote to please himself. The result was a
new, daring, and interesting, type of drama, sensa-
tional from the psychological standpoint, hut not
popularly successful. Curel's is the "succes d'es-
time." No crowds flock to see his notorious plays,
fhyf "Because," says one critic, "he has left to
others the facile exploitation of sex for it.fh own
sake, and applied his genius to unravelling problems.
(lJ-BOr again", says another, "he writes plays "'here
nothing happens . !i ( 2 )-- "And " , adds a third, "he refu-
ses to solve the problems he raises?. (3)
In fact?, Curel does net defend nor does Tie argue
ideas for themselves. He is primarily interested in
the reactions they produce on generous hut disheart-
ened souls, whose characteristic is the inability to
adhere to any certitude.
11/ B. H. Clark, Contemporary drench Dramatists.*- Ch.I
2) Rene Dounic, Revue des Deurx Mondes,
3) Lucien Delille, "Etudes" (Revue Jesuite) 20
De^cembre, 19 id," p. -712
rr
8Curel's creation of a play is as strange as the the-
mes they are "built around. Seizing upon his inspira-
tion "au Vol", he allows whatever characters his mind
has conceived to evolve and develop upon itSi own
lines, quite apart from his personal "bias. He buries
himself in his chateau of Lorraine, or in some other
c[uiet spot, and in thirty days a play emerges. It
is not always good, nor does Curel consider it a fi-
nished product. Believing like Boileau that there
is no a. Lorn truer then:
"Vingt fois sur le metier, remettez votre ouvrage,
P i ssez-le , sans oesse, et le repolissez.
Ajcutez quelquefois, et souvent effacez."
he writes and rewrites his plays stripping them more
and more of unnecessary characters, literally clois-
tering his protagonists between four vails, where they
are condemned to struggle with the passions that tor-
ture them. As a result, few playwrights have ever
written more anguishing plays, and again, fewer still,
have ever tried to play less upon our sensibilities.
Julie, in "L'Envers d'une Sainte" , dot;& not seek to
move us, not does Donnat, (La iiouvelle I dole ) , nor
Anna de Grecourt, (L 1 Invitee).
Boileau, L'Art Poetique, Chant I
rc
1Trained by the discipline of the cloister, "by the
exigencies of honor, of science, or simply broken
by distress and pride, they nevertheless exert an
incessant constraint over their emotions. One is in-
clined to worry with these tyrants rather than be drawn
to them; their suffering is more distressing than touch-
ing* Even when some overwhelming ordeal is at hand, or
when a too vivid realization of guilt, or a crushing
sense of responsability drives them to an avowal, the
latent pride, the affected barrenness robs these con-
fessions of all their merit*
An infinite sadness emantes from the theater of
Curel. His great characters, although brilliant, in-
telligent, proud haughty and ambitious, always end as
dismal failures. vVhat adds to the tragedy of the de-
nouement is the "brusquerie " of the supreme words.
The author obviously wishes to thrust aside, here
,
as in other situations the effects which might, in his
opinion, weaken the conclusion. This apparent insis-
tence, this absolute refusal of condescension to thea-
trical traditions and conventions may perhaps explain
the coldness and the re icence of the public.
Austere, stark, and grim though it may be, the
strange pathos of Curel is concentrated and possesses
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a singular power. Disdainful of superficial trr.o-
tions, this dramatic psychologist peers into the
very depths of the human soul in order to endow his
characters with the best, the worst, the starkest
he can find there. However different his characters
may seem exteriorly, they nevertheless have this
trait in common , s—in tense cerebral activity; they
think, and they live to the hilt, not only emotion-
ally, but intellectually as well; and they dream,
not idly, for out of their dreams they weave that
ideal, around which they strive vainly to build life.
Here lies the secret source of all their misery, and
of all their mistakes; but in that also, lies all
their nobility. Broken by life, completely disillu-
sioned, they refuse to submit to reality. Superbly,
diabolically proud, one and all, they seem cold and
distant. It is because they disdain confidences- thAt
solace of the weak.
Their passions may be ardent, their sensuality
may seem destructive and sometimes revolting, but
their sense of dignity is supreme. It is this su-
blime sense of honor (perverted and exaggerated though
it may sometime seem) which enables the men aril wo-
men of Curel's theater to reject the banal compro-
mises of adultery, or the too easy pleasures of a
simple love. It. is first and foremost, a theater of
Pri d e
.
t
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WOMEN IN THE THEATER OP CUREL
"Lo^e is tc nan a thing apart; it is wor.an'
s
v/hole existence."
Shapespeare 1 s adage finds its most modern in-
terpretation in Curel's love dramas. Here we find
no "belle passion", no lyricism on women, and fic
glorification of motherhood. The women are all "un-
pleasant from the conventional standpoint." They
possess a self-control that contrasts unfavorahly
with the adorahly feminine creations of Donnay and
Porto-Riehe, whose "amoureuses " appeal so irresisti-
bly to the popular imagination. These WQmen are ar-
dent creattires caught in the whirlwind of some great
passion. Time does not calm their impetuosity,,
aoate their fury, nor cur; 'heir violence J some even
reach an exaltation that is kindred to folly. In
order to regain or conquer the men they love, young
women and young girls accept the rtrantest situation
undertake the most audacious enterprises. Timidity,
reserve, and modesty are cast to the winds. Regine,
(La Danse devant le Miroir) runs tc the apartment of
her lover in the middle of the nirht. tfranaolae
,
(La tfi gurante) enters knowing ly into a marr&lge b%r-
gain which is nothing short of dishonouring.
cc
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Treason will, consequently, find them ruthless,
Julie Renaudin
,
(L'Envers d'une Sainte) tries to
kill her rival "by throwing her into a ravine. Anna
da Grecourt, would rather abandon her children and
pass as unfaithful in her husband's eyes, than to
put up with his vulgar and flagrant infidelities.
If the civilized women are so uncompromi sing
*
what scruples could t e strong enough to prevail a-
gainst the storm in the soul of a savage? (La
i'ille Sauvage) .
Still, love does not necessarily have to fee
betrayed in Curel's plays in order to "become dead-
ly. It need only "be completely developed and to
carry its natural exigencies to their extreme limits;
these intense women seek in emotions what the men
find in ideas. They analyse, condemn, criticise,
justify, while watching themselves in the act of
living; suffering and tormenting themselves while
exhibiting their writhing personalities before our
eyes. They seem to possess an extraordinary power
of dissimilation. Some dissemble before the budd^
ing of their love, lying in and out of every con-
-r
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ceivable situation . (L 1 Amour Brode) , while others
throw the dust of illusion into their own eyes in a
vain effort to "blind those they love. (L 1 Invitee) .
One and all are clothed in silence, savagely martyr-
ising themselves in their blind headstrong struggle.
Still, one cannot pity them for they lack tenderness.
In despair, surrounded by their shattered dreams,
they invariably take refuge in pride, and harden them
selves to everything and everyone. Nevertheless, the
sight of their stoicism leaves a vivid impression,
i'rom all the sorrow and the deceptions that assail
them, a lesson emerges; it is that life is something
serious, that it is not given us for pleasure, and
that it must always find us ready for sacrifice and
effort
.
By way of contrast the men in Curel's theatre
are more "sympathique " . Their passions, no less
violent, no less criminal, are not so egotistical
and consequently not so ruthless. They do not suc-
cumb to temptation so easily as the women, nor do
they fall so low. However, it must be called to mind
that they have all been idealized and endowed with
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intellectual plenitude, in Drder that they might
"better personify the ideas for which t 1 ey live. Al-
ways passion tely loved, few are able to love, lut
there is generally some oh session greater than love
Which dominates their whole existence . These disoon
certing, strange, complicated characters, living
their tumultuous lives in these strange plays where
the natural and the improbable mingle, oblige us to
reflect. They will go far in undoing the work of
the boulevard theatres in proving that the trench
are not frivolous, hut that they are a rnost serious
and thinking people.
Nature, passions, ideas, are the triple love of
Curel,--the love of a gentleman for whom literature
is hut a solitary and magnificent diversion.
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L» EHVERS D.'UNE SAINTS, (l)
"L'Envers d , une S.;inte*' is a purely intellectual
duel between two women for the "memory" of a man
"both had loved. It was not until Antoine had recog-
nized the value of the play and presented it at the
Theatre Libre, that the critics perceived Sophocles,
Corneille, Racine, Ibsen, Strinriberg, and a score of
others peeping through the lines.
Julie Renaudin returns to her mother's bone
after eighteen years of monastic life. She bad tak-
en the veil in an excess of despair over the defec-
tion of her lover, and in atonement for attempting
tc throw his "enceinte" v/ife, Jeanne, (her more suc-
cesful rival), into a ravine. Mow that Henri is
dead, there is no obstacle to her return.
She finds everything quite changed. She alone
has remained stationary in conscious self-ab sorption
.
The cruel spirit of revenge which she had striven so
long to crush, springs once more into life when she
learns that Jeanne, in order to defend herself against
the encroaching souvenir of the recluse, revealed
the terrible secret to her husband. Despair seizes
Julie when she fancies from something she has heard
(1) L'Envers d'une Sai'nte, jfrancois de Curel;
Edition Ores, 1921, Paris
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that, as a result of the disclosure, Henri had ruth-
lessly torn her image from his heart. "The obverse
side of the, "saint" is now turned full upon us."
She plots to take full revenge upon Jeanne through
her daughter, Christine. Under the guise of saintly
purity, and in the name of religion, she tries to
separate the young girl from her fiance, Georges
Pierrard. She succeeds in unearthing gallant episo-
des in Georges' life, which when related to Christine,
almost drive her to renounce he.r lover and enter the
c nvent. In the meantime, Julie discovers that the
ideal lover of her youth has not failed her; Christ-
ine chances to tell her that Henri had always loved
her, and that his last words, his last thoughts were
of her. "The miracle is wrought ... and the passion
of vengeance is forever stilled, " She arranges mat-
ters between the two lovers and returns to the con-
vent .
Julie Renaudin has been compared tc Hair!? Gabbler,
to Dona Perfecta, but li :e Tartufe, whose feminie
counterpart she is, she is entirely of French inspir-
ation.
The other characters in the play are mere puppets
compared to her. Christine is the ideal "jeune fille
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hi en elevee", innocent, guileless , and confiding.
Jeanne, her mother, is a trifle too charitable,
and too willing- to give Julie the benefit of the
doubt. It seems as though she were courting dis-
aster in allowing Julie and Christine to be togeth-
er so much. Kind, lovely, charming and cordial she
is an excellent foil for Julie, who dominates the
whole action. They pale into insignificance "before
this woman to whom lo^re and life have "been denied.
Distraught and despairing, she returns to find a
word of pity, a hit of sympathy, which will prove
to her that eighteen years of sacrifice were not in
vain. .But
, when she finds that her memory had he-
come horrible to Henri , the whole futility of her
seclusion overwhelms her. She drops the rohe of
the convent and the spiteful embittered woman is re-
vealed to us. Starved, repressed, alone, whe desires
to wound as she herself has been wounded. The suffer-
of Jeanne is as balm to her writhing soul. All the
passion, all the intensity, all the wore! dp, she had
l\avished on the memory of her idealized lover is
converted to bitter hatred, a. d an unquenchable de-
sire for vengeance blinds her to everything. She
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is a patbetic figure, caressing her shattered dream.
It is "La Danse devant le Miroir" f^cne to another
tune. As Paul kills himself tc Isave a perfect
image of himself in Reglfle eyes, so had Julie "buried
herself in a convent in order to impress Henri with
the great unselfishness of her love. It is no won-
der that the saint is transformed into a demon when
she learns that Jeanne had broken "le cher et capri-
cieux 'j'uroir'' , and that all hafl T ee- an idle dream.
She may seem violent and hea1R3.es s , hut Julie is es-
sentially the woman, more sinned against than sin-
ning .
In my opinion, Julie is not only Curel's great-
est character, hut one of the most remarkable women
in literature. She resembles Medea, to an extraor-
dinary degree. She is endowed with the same cold
passionate fury that knows no obstacle. One often
wonders just what such women might have become had
they not been so mercilessly dealt with by life.
"L 1 Enve r s d ' un e Sa i n t e " , wh i ch i s typi cal o f
Curel's method and choice of theme, is his best
play. In no other has he succeeded more masterfully
in exposing stark love, the despair it engenders, and
(
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the emptiness of the illusions it fosters. Strange
enough, there are no men characters in the play.
It is a rather unique "tour die force" having, as "Le
Fossiles" , an abstract idea for a protagonist. In
the former, it is the memory of an unfaithful lover,
while in the litter, it is a family name.
The dialogue of "L'Env.rrs d'une Sainte" is aus-
tere, intellectual, and psychological. There is
practically no exterior action, hut the turmoil, the
heartbreak, the di ssillusi ons , the hatred, which
struggle for mastery in Julie's soul, are so vividly
sketched that they seem tangible events. Then, the
••'hole sense of tragedy is heightened by an atmos-
phere of impending doom.
If only for this play, Uurel deserves immorta-
<
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LES FOSSILBS. (1)
After having "been compared to Ibsen for "L'En-
vers d'une Sainte", by no less a critic than Jules
Lern3.it re, (2) the last tiling Curel expected from
Claretie, upon the presentation of "Les Fossiles",
was a refusal on the ground that only plays fit for
the ears of "les honnetes gens" were admitted on
the repertory of La Comedie Francaise. As this ma-
nuscript proved to he anything hut what was expected,
he advised Curel to look for another producer. 56
Curel went to Antoine, who presented it at the Thea-
tre Libre in lc92, where it was enthusiastically re-
ceived, even by "1* cncle Sarcey , who seemed to bear
him a grudge.
The actio . of "Les Fossiles" opens and closes
in the great, gloomy, gothic ha!3 of a lonely castle
in the Ardennes. Fr-m the first act, the wind moans
and sighs, heightening the effect of impending dis-
aster. It is a magnificently wild setting, worthy
of sinister tragedy.
In this ancestral castle of the ?e Chan temell e,
a valorous family is dying out. The old duke has
1) "Les Fossiles, "Francois de Curel . Editions Cres
Paris, 19^0. *
(S)Historique den Fo b siles . Edition Cres, Paris 1920
t - •><>* •
(
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cloistered himself and his family in order to for-
get the world that will have none of him. He has
a daughter Claire and a son Robert, who have "both,
inherited their' father's cult for the name they
hear. Robert, the last of a long and ncble line,
is hopelessly afflio + cd vith consumption. With Y ii
Will disappear the name of Chantemelle, unless the
s-cn "that has been horn to his mi stress', Helene Va-
trin, he legitimatized. This girl had spent some
time at the castle as Claire's companion. Exquisi-
tely "beautiful, weak, and very young; she had not
dared re use the amorous advance* of the old -*ke,
nor had she desired to deny herself to Robert, her
lover. Go she had bee >me the mistress of the two
men, who were quite unaware of the situation. Of
these loves a'sbi is horn. Who is the father? It
little matters so long as there flows in the child'
vein the blood of the de Chantemelle. The heir is
found... and the secret is revealed. But these cir-
cumstances must be over-looked; the only important
thine to do is to legitimatize the baby. To this
necessity are sacrificed successively in a sort of
. heroic crime, the old duke, who orders his son to
marry the woman they both had possessed; pure and
t
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haughty Claire, who was not unaware of the crime
psrpet rated under heir very eyes; the duchess to who in
the horrible truth is divulged, and finally Robert
who practically Itills himself after discovering the
tragedy of his life.
The fourth act consists in the reading of Ro-
bert's will". It is his profession of faith. In it
he explains the role to he played by nobility, and
the impressions it must leave before it pass into
oblivion. In giving directions for the education
of the child that will pass ..n the eyes of the world
as his son . Henri, he says:
"II faut que le f]itur duo de Chant erne lie soit
sieve dans la conviction que son rang ne le dispense
pas d 1 avoir une valeur personnelle. ^u'on ne neglige
rien pour er. faire un homine rnoderne au sens profond
du mot. Q,u'il aime son temps et en comprenne la. gran
deur. l'ous nous perdons a etemiser des haines,
tres legitimes lorsque le sang verse par la Revolu-
tion fumait encore, mais qui ne serviront bient'St
plus qu'a degui ser une tendance avilissante a l'e
gcisme et a l'oisivete. Soas le pr&texte quo la Keif
volution a guillotine nos grands-parents d'abord si
en thousias tes d'ell-;, ne soyons pas ho stiles a toute
amelioration sociale, Restons auccntr.ire dans la
tradition en pa.ya.nt de nos vies de genereuses erreu r's
affirm ant en cela le devoir d'une nobless d'etre une
ec^le de desint-: resser:ent , montrant le chemin son
siecle, audacieuse d 1 esprit et dupe de coeur. Lors-
que les malheureux et les humbles re^lament une lar-
ge p rt du soleil, sachons marcher "a leur tete : vec
le scepticisme de nous dire uqe nos propres troupes
ne nous tireront pas dans le dos. Pour nous e'est
un moyen de bien fini.r,, II me semble que la noblesse
a fa.it son temps* On l'a trop recrutee par l'or,
trop peu par le talent. Elle a toujours ete ferm^e
i
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aux hommes emiaents que lui eavoyait le peuple, 4' soa tour le
peuple lui est ferine. Avaat qu'elle disparaisse, il faut que,
par ujfl pieux me^soage, ses der&iers represeataats laisseat la
meme impression de grandeur que les gigaatesques fossiles qui
font rever aux ages disparus.
"Plus tard, quand l'heritier du nom sera ua homme, j'exige
que Claire lui conte comment je suis mort, commeat ses § rands-
p-^reats. sa tante, sa mere, se soat immoles, pour que lui, petit
£tre chetif
,
garde ua aom respecte. II compreadra que ce aom,
,
traasmis par uae moa struo si te , doit etre porte avec u«e digaite
Burhumaaae. C£ue Claire lui repete la parole qu'elle me disait
hier:--Nos existences a tous fiaissent avec la tieaae. Mais
qu'importe? Oa a fauche toute la prairie pour sauver uae petite
fleur!
"
Such is the powerful, disconcerting, strange and terrible
tragedy, which remiads oae of the pathetic destiay of the fam-
ily of the Atridee. The characters are majestically robed ia
uacompromisiag pride, ia a grandeur that sometimes appears super
humaa. Ia fact, the Ghaatemelle all resemble oae another. The
old duke ia perhaps the most humaa, the least Corneliaa, "but
his tolerance is due to his aaxiety about the disapperarance of
his name.
Claire, pure, haughty, stera though she may be, seems to
assume a role which appears a little exaggerated. Why must she
sacrifice herself to Henri's future? Oae feels that she will
make life utterly miserable for Heleae, as there will always
be a rebuke lurkiag here ia her eyes. She will never be able
to understand Kelene's transgression, much less pardon it, for
f
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she is too cold, too devoid of emotions. Her ivory-tower-exis t-
eace ia the castle of the Ardennes has give* her a set of values
which will make her austere and uncuiaproini sing. It is easy to
understand the fanaticism with which she renounces love, marria-
ge, and children of her own, but one inevitably fears for little
Henri
.
As for Helewe, although her crime has been a heinous one,
she is by no means a depraved woman. Young, weak and alone, she
had been unable to cope with the situation in which, she had
found herself, andh had consequently yeElded to what then had
seemed the inevitable. Like Gina, in Ibsen's "Wild Duck", she
remains passive before the tragedy of her life; suffering evils
she herself had not created, expiating sins she had not been
instrumental in committing, and watkching the parade of her life
as the events march by her eyes, without ever wholly participat-
ing in them.
All these characters move about in an atmosphere of impend-
ing doom. Then, there is a passion, a brutality, a wild and
sombre exaltation that impresses.
Honor, the perpetuation of a name, becomes a bloody god to
whom all must be sacrif i ced. ... social conventions, modesty, and
the most legitimate moral prejudices and repugnances.
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"It is si splendid portrayal of the superb death agony of
the effected soul of vanquished nobility*, do*ie by a nobleman,
who knows his class well, and who is, nevertheless, sufficiently
detached as an artist to make us feel the pathos of the situat-
ion .
i
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L* INVITEE (1)
L'lavitee is a most fasciaatiag study of egoism. Hubert
de Grecourt refuses to give up hi© mistress for the welfare of
his daughters, who ia turn, are oaly coaceraed with the material
advantages attached to the presence of a mother, aad Anna, the
mother, who fiads it well-aigh impossible to give tip her free-
dom as an individual for the sake of her truant husbaad aad her
children
.
A:%aa de Grecourt leaves her passionately loved husband, aad
her two baby daughters without a word of explanation upon hear-
ing of his flagrant infidelities. Convinced of her unfaithful-
ness, he leads Therese aad Alice to believe their mother insane.
Anna returns to Vieiaaa, where during fifteea years she tries to
stifle, ia a mad vhirl of pleasure, all the emotions that had
made her suffer so deeply. Youag, beautiful and alone, her
"Cureliaa" pride is the oaly obstacle to consolation and veage©
a ace
.
Just when she is about to declare her soul devoid of all
emotions, she receives a message from Hubert--the girls are al-
most tweaty years old, their future is disquietiag, for with-
out a mother, their educatioa h-xs ia some respects beea sadly
aeglected. V/ill she come and resume her duties? The appeal
leaves her cold; she is no longer capable of love. However
upoa learning that the object of her husband's latest liaison
is ia the same house as her daughters, she decides to go.
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What prompts her? It is sot jealousy, as Hubert has lost all
his charm for her. Would it be a re-awakeaed sense of responsi-
bility, or mere curiosity? She insists that she is going but
to amuse herself at ther husband's expense. The situation of
fiadiag herself as a guest, in the house where she is both wife
and mother, has piquancy. So, she goes.
Hubert, who does not expect his wife early, makes his appeap
ance in old clothes, and holding a huge fish that he had caught.
He is now bald, stout, mediocre, and not at all the romantic fi-
gure he used to be. "Quel magot ! " she things, "And that is the
man I suffered so much for!" She bewilders him with her cold
irony, her perfect self-possession, and her 4e elegant persi-
flage. She too has changed, but i or the "better Regrets
assail him, but it is too late.
Anna realizes, when Hubert asks her to take the girls, that
it is not merely to prfect their education. He is getting rid
of a troublesome burden. Entirely under the domination of his
mistress, he refuses to put up with the thinly veiled reproaches
of his daughters. Realizing the great wrong she would be guilty
of in allowing Therese and Alice to live any longer under such
trying and abnormal comditions, Anna decides to take them with
her to Vienna, She does all this, "rien que par charite."
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When Hubert "bids his daughters good-by, it dawns on him
that he is allowing his only resource of real happiness to slip
through his fingers. Anna, "because shfihas consented to resume
herduties as a mother, will we trust, find solace and joy. How-
ever, her life has been utterly ruined .. .and , it is brought
home to her husband, when in comparing their lives, she admits
both have been, differently perhaps, but nevertheless quite
wasted:
"You gave yourself up to your passions, andi in gratifying
them you have not found happiness. I, on the contrary, have en-
deavored to amputate my heart, and the barrenness of soul in whidi
I have lived has not made me happy. M; ('!)
When Curel wrote this play, he had in mind the development
of Julie Henaudin's character along different lines. Anna de
Grecourt, passionately and intellectually Julie 1 s equal, leaves
hep home, renouncing forever to the man she loves, and vowing to
forget him. What the cloister could not accomplish, the world
did. As "L'Envers d'une Sainte", is the result of eighteek years
of seclusion.
I) L'Invitee,
Act V
Franqpis de Gneel, Editions Ores, Paris 1921
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"L 1 Invitee" is the £fects of fifteen yars of vain and empty
flirtations, on the one and same soul.
Anna forgets, but only by atrophying her. ieart. Julie,
her more unfortunate sister, can never, never forget, as the
^cloister gives her the solitude necessary to keep alive the
flarce that has spent her life.
The £ay was very well received .when it was first presented
in 1893. The theme was a new one. ftever had the stage seen a
mother won over to her children, not by sentimental mother-love,
but simply by intelligence, and reaching the heights of devo-
tion by the philosophical grandeur of her indifference.
Anna is inco nte stably a great character. . .and the jkay which
Curel has set her in is a jewel of penetrating and melancholy
charm, where one "sees with the $yes of forty, the passions, the
follies and the sufferings of twenty."
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L AMOUR BRODE. (1)
After having knocked in vain at the door of every theater
in Paris, Curel, "en desespoir de cause", sent three manuscripts
to Antoine, who was at that time the guiding genius of the Thea-
tre Litre. "L'Envers d'une Sainte" and "La Figurante" were
accepted, and played, hut "Sauve des Eaux" somehow never seemed
to receive much attention nor consideration from the director.
Believing the theme too^Ere to relegate to the waste-basket
,
Curel wrote and ref-wrote it until the definitive version Sf "La
Danse d.vant le Miroir" emerged clear, daring and amazing.
Before studying the perfected version of the theme, I should
like to sketch briefly "L'Amour Brode", the first dramatization
to be presented, (not too successfully).
It is a tragic "mari vaudage " between two infinitely compli-
cated souls, destined for each other by reason of their compli-
cations. On their effort to obtain proofs of love from one an-
other, they only succeed in inflicting the most anguishing men-
tal tortures. Y/hen they finally discover how irrevocably and
totally they love, suicide prevents them from enjoying life to-
gether.
It would appear that Charles is the victim of a lack of
(1) L'Amour Brode, Historiqae de La Danse rievanfc le kiroir.
(
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proportion "between thought and action, "between idealism and the
will to face life as it is. Ke is a finisned egotist, requiring
of Gabrielle that she love him to distraction in order Ao over-
look his poverty and his ruined life. He wants to be a hero.
And when he is certain that hiB reflection in Gabrielle* s eyes
is more falttering than he could live up to, he shoots himself
through the heart in order that the "cher et capricieux miroir"
preserve a handsome picture of him, forever more.
Gabrielle accepts the situation because her egotism is
fully satisfied by the proof that she was loved exclusively.
Unwittingly Curel has shown us by the inability of these
two unfortunate beings to achieve, at least, partial understand-
ing, that the base of %«a?e true love is forgetfulness of self
and a desire to live for the loved one. The gratification of
one's ego is a condemnation to solitude.
I know of an Oriental legend where this is most pictures-
quely exposed:
"One day a young man knocked at the door of the home of his
b e thro the
d
"Who is there?" asked a melodious voice.
It is I."
"Alas," answered the beautiful voice, "this house can never
lodge both You and liLt."
I
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Owe year later,- the youth returned and knocked at the djo
once more.
"Who is there?" asked the lovely voice.
"It is You," answered the wise young man.
Then only, did the door open. (1)
"La Vie ur&atrice"
,
page 59 4. uom nebrard. Faris, .beauchesne.
(<
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(1) LA DAN 33 DEVAJtfT LB MIBOIR
MLa Danee devant le Miroir" is mecely "L'Amour urode, remo-
delled. It has been stripped of several characters (the old un-
cle and the aunt!, Gabrielle has been re- christened Regiae; and
it is a baptism of fire, endowing her with more intensity, more
cruelty, and more charm. It i3 more than ever a "Spectacle dans
un fauteuil", as the action, except for the tragic demouernent
is entirely interior. It is thejpsycho logical play "par Excel-
lence. "
The idea expressed by Curel to Adrien Schaye in an inter-
view is this: (2')
"The author has wished to symbolize the solitude in which
a lover finds himself before the woman he loves. He believes
he sees h«r as she is; yet he sees only what she seeks to be
for him. She has understood the ideal which he seeks in her.
She loves him passionately, and therefore strives to resemble
that ideal of him, in order to make herself more acceptable in
his eyes, she casts aside her true personality and seeks to
assume that which he wants. She plays a comedy and acts a piou^s
lie. That is the woman's role. And the man thinks in the same
way, because he loves her and believes that his passion should
be equally shared with h±s partner. He too kaows what she
wishes him to be, and loses no time in appearing as such; he
he masks himself in order to be more agreable to her. So well
is this accomplished that each of the lovers posesses onlya
reflection of the other's desire, an appearance, a fiction and
no t a reali ty .
"
(1) Francois de Curel, La Danse devant le Miroir, Editions Ores
19 20^
(2) B.H. Clark, (jontmeporary trench Dramatists. Chpt.I, page 17
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Upon this abstraction has Curel "built a tense and moving
play. It is another conclusive proof that "on ne badine pas
avec 1 * amour.
"
Gabrielle is completely enslaved to the romantic conception
of love. Like xiaina, in Shaw^ "Arm and the kan" , she must love
a hero. V/hen Gabrielle eventually loses her heart to Paul, her
first preoccupation is to prove his mettle, to find out whether
or not he is a hero. She allows him to believe that she has been
seduced, and then begs him to save h- r honour by marrying, as
she is expecting a child. Paul accepts the situation but is
told by Kegine's cousin that the whole affair is but a lie. As
he cannot resist the temptation of appearing in a heroic light,
neither can she foreg the thrill of torturing him to see just
how much he can stand.
The two lovers desirous of seeing each other as they really
are so fascinated by the reflection of their pretftl^ded heroism
in the eyes of the beloved, that they play a dangerous comedy,
which inevitabley comes to a tragic end.
The ni^ht of their wedding day, they -ant to clear up all
the deceptions of the past, but their desire for love cannot
overcome the "heroi c-obsessionf which has ruined life for them.
So their first kiss is also their last. During a lucid inter-
val, Paul realizes like Charles, his equally uafortunate brother
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of "L'Amour Erode", that only suicide will leave the magnificent
picture he has dreamed of, and for which he has tortured himself
for weeks, in "le cher et capricieux miroir."
The whole play is done with the greatest imaginable skill
and insight. It is a technical accomplishment, the like of which
has rarely been seen before. And, what is better still, the
play is marvellously real. However, it was not a success.
"L'Amour Erode" played five times only; "La Danse devant le
Mroir" which was presented at the "Nouvel Ambigu, in 1914,
had fifty-five representations. "Ce n'est pas biea encourageant
,
says the author, mais il y a tout de ineme du progres. " (1)
Historique de "La Danse devant le Miroir", page 83
Editions Ores, Paris, 1922.
c
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LA FIGURANTE (l)
"La Figurante" was condemned from the very first ,"because
"this conception of adultery is too unromantic to he widely suc-
cessful.
Helene de Monneville is madly in love with Henri Henneval,
a young deputy with political ambitions. Their liaison has
l.sted successfully over five years, when they realize that Henri
needs a wife, "pour convertir les mauvaises tetes, ramener les
indeed s, egayer ses diners, organiser ses receptions* re chauffer
ses partisans et decider ses protecteurs." H4lene , who is
married, b quite out of the question farr this position. After
some deliberation, they finally chose as a candidate, Franco ise
de Bonneval, a ward of Helene's husband, because of her cold
and calculating mind, because ofjher lack of "dot" and finally
because of her excellent name and family connections. They
little realize that Franjoi se is desperately and secretly in
love wi th Henri .
The odious bargain is presented to her, and she accepts
unflinchingly the role of figurehead which she is destined to
play. She sees through the whole scheme,, but undertakes to win
the man she loves from her aunt. She promises to be nothing but
(l) Francois de Curel, La Figurante, Editions Ores, Paris 192G
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a "business associate, expecting nothing "but a vague friendship
from the man whose name she will take.
Three months later, thanks to her intelligence, to her
tact, to her suggestions, i'ranjjoise has become indispensable to
Henri, who in turn "becomes more and more aware of her charm, her
wit, and he.r loveliness. Just as he is about to capitulate,
Hel&ne de Monneville returns to Paris. She has ceen retained
in the country, since the marriage, by her husband's feigned
illness. There ensues a fierce struggle between these two women.
Henri confesses his love for Franco ise to Helene, who , like
Curel's other women, buries her grief in pride, and she returns
to her husband, leaving the young couple free to be happy.
Notwithstanding the improbability of such a theme, Curel
has succeeded in making "La figurante" appear surprisingly real.
It is "beaut ifullyjWiri tten
,
replete with "bizarre dramatic combina-
ions, scintillating with brilliant and biting dialogue, and* in-
tense of action. It is a "tranche de vie", revolting, but
fascinating in it^ ugliness, The characters are strange, deter-
mined, not at all "sympathique", but very in teresting.
To begin with, The'odore de Monneville, H4fcene'S husbaad,
and the "genie bienfaisant" of the play, is perhaps just a little
too "complaisant". His stoicism may be the result of a long life
and of>f his bitter matrimonial venture, but he seems too passive
"be thoroughly convinci.g.
c
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Henri Renneml is a cad. With him the means li-; J.le ma er,
so long r.,s the end is accompli shed. He is as thoroughly enamored
of a political career, as Michel Prinson (Le Coup d'Aile. ) is
of glory. But somehow, although he »¥e§? never falls so low as
Michel he is more despicable, less lovable, because of his petti-
ness, h6s srnallness, and his unadulterated selfishness. One
often wonders during the play why such a man should cause so
great an emotional tragedy but, "de gustibus non est dis-
putandum.
"
Helens de Bonneville is a cheat.... a purasite. Of all the
characters she is the least attractive. Conceited, grasping,
unfair, selfir 1 ;, jstty
,
depraved, she can inspire nothing but
contempt. At twenty-eight, "en desespoir de cause" she marries
Theodore de Monneville, forty-two years her senior. She tells
him on the night of their wedding day, that she will never love
him, and shortly after becomes the mistress of Renneval, one
of Theodore's friends. She cheats all her life, exacting every-
thing and giving nothing in return. Her egoism and her blind
confidence prompt her into jre pressing Franchise into a dishonour-
able marriage bargain, little realizing that it will prove her
own ruin. Her one redeeming point is her great love for Kenri . .
.
The cold calculating mask that Franchise wears in the first
act, covers a vibrant and ardent "CutBelian " soul. Her deep love
for Henri gives her infinite patience. Clever, intelligent,
ci
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charming and lovely her successful inclination for intrigue
renders her invaluable to Kenri . When rudely summoned to chose
between his mistress and his wife, he finds himself irrevocably
hound to Franco ise. True enough, there is a great measure of
egoism bound in that love, but as Theodore says so philosophi-
cally: "on ne s'inquiete pas de la source d'un sentiment quand
on en sent la douceur." (l)
The fiercest moment of the play comes in the third act,
when the two women clash. Here they lose all the veneer of
civilization; they are two females fighting passionately for
the beloved. Nothing they can imagine, nothing they can think,
no word they can utter can be too harsh, too cruel, too la-
ceratfeOg
,
Henri pales before the fury of the attack. The spec-
tacle is as new and horrible to him as it is to us. When the
situation becomes too trying, Curel, in order to maintain the
starkness of the scene allows Kelene to do her pleading off
stage. The suspense is tremendous. 'Then she returns, p le,
contained, but utterly crushed, the audience knows that any -
thing she might say would be in vain.
Francois de Gurel. "La Figurante". Editions Ores, Paris 1922
Acte III, Scenel
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After her departure, rrancoise comes into her own, and
receives the thanks of her uncle for the re-establishment of
the integrity of his home.
The exposition of the action in the first act, is a part-
icularly happy one. By means of a lover's quarre.1, the situa-
tion is exposed clearly, and without tirades. This play, alth
ough no one of Curel's oest, runs a close second to "L'Invitee
liike most of the plays of Curel, it is a psychological "tour
de force.
"
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LE REPAS DU LIOn
* v\
Le Repas du Lion was for a long time one of Curel's most
discussed plays. Some insisted that its claim to greatness
lay into the remarkably impartial examination of capitalism,
labor, and the vandalism of modern industry, philanthropy, and
the role of the Chruch in the settlement of these social ques-
tions; while others contended that there is no social import
to the denouement, and that the play is merely a psychological
trait.
Strange to say, "both are right, for there are now two ver-
sions of "Le Repas du Lion". The first version is a psycholo-
gical tragedy; the second is not a play, but a study of the
situation of workingmen, and capitalists.
The first version which was given by the Theatre Antfl&ne
in 4897, had four acts, and ended abruptly withftke violent
death of Jean de ^ancy. The definitive version, which is
comparatively weak, has four acts aiea also. The first two
were condensed, the third became the second, and an altogether a
new fourth act was added. Here we find Jean de Miremont (the
name was changed by request of the de Sancy family) a magnate,
the director of the mining enterprises founded by his brother-
in-law, Georges Broussard. It is the glorified modern happy
(l) Francois de ^urel, Le nepas du Lion, Paris Editions Ores, 192
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ending, where every character, even the most villain-
ous undergoes a change of mind for the "better, amends
his ways, and becomes rich and famous.
Curel may have "been successful in the re-writing
of a few plays, "but he did wLe Repas du Lion" a great
wrong "by adding that preposterous last act in which
the characters, now some thirty years older, talk
over the events of the preceding acts, and inform
us of what has taken place in the interim of time
elapsed since the last act. It seems an unfortu-
nate after- thought
,
throwing the rest of the play
out of kelter, and robbing it of all its dramatic
force. Curel tries to justify himself in claiming
that it is the only logical conclusion to the first
three acts. I do not believe so, for strikers will
not be satisfied in assassinating the capitalists,
but will be equally desirous of shedding the blood
of the traitor.
The playwright, who is an adept at the portray-
al of failures, is not so interesting when his charac-
ters are eminently successful; and then, the play is
too discursive.
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Here is the synopsis of the first version:
The old count of Sancy lives on his vast domains
with his daughter Louise and his son Jean, a boy of
about fifteen. He is saved from imminent ruin by the
discovery of iron-ore on his porperty. Georges Brous-
sard, an enterprising young engineer, undertakes the
exploitation of the mines. True enough, it means the
destruction of the entire estate; but on the other hand,
it assures the fortune of M. de Sancy.
One night someone opens the sluice-gates; the
mines are flooded, and a drunken miner asleep in a
shaft is drowned. Who is guilty? Hone other than
Jean, who cannot consent to the destruction of his
dear forest. Untamed, undisciplined, exalted and pas-
sionately fond of nature, he had not realized the pos-
sible consequence of his act. The game-keeper and
L'abbe Paul who alone know the author of the mis-deed,
swear to keep it secret. When the full horror of his
crime comes to Jean, he swears to expiate it and conse-
crate his life to the cause of workmen.
In the third act, Jean, now some thirty years old,
enters upon the scene intoxicated by his latest orator-
ical success. True to his vow he has devoted himself
to the cause of the "submerged tenth," and is everywhere
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recognised as the most "brilliant labor speaker of
the day. He is greeted by the enthusiastic congra-
tulations of his sister and brother-in-law. They
engage in a discussion which is the pith of the pro-
blem viewed by opposite sides. George, by sheer force
of reason, dominates Jean's enthusiasm making him
realize that vain, empty, inflamatory words will do
nothing tov/ard alleviating the suffering of those to
whom he he s devoted his life; that the greatest char-
ity consists not in destruction, but in the production
of life, and that the only way to serve humanity is
to open fresh paths for human activity. He forces
oean to realize that there can never be any such thing
as equality, since man cannot do otherwise than pursue
his own interest. "Chaque fois qu'un homrne de valeur
se mele des affaires d'autrui, il y gagne."
Jean, the orator of the Cercles, the recognized
champion of the working classes, owes all he is to those
he defends. He has found influence, reputation, glory,
and knonsm intoxication of action and success because
of his own advancement as well as theirs. It can't be
otherwise. Furthermore, why should he protest? Is
there not a benevolent egotism? "Travallez, creez,
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soyez un esprit, une force, meme egoiste, pourvu qu'
elle soit feconde et la prosperite des autres decoul-
era de Is, vo tre. w
Jean, at last sees the light. For three weeks his
tortured soul struggles "between loyalty to himself
and the faith he has pledged. When he realizes that
ilf is only for his own ultimate good that he is carry-
ing on his work, ano^iot for the love of the working
classes; Jean accepts the bitter truth. But as always
in Curel's plays it ia too late. His words have sown
the seeds of revolt in the heart of. riobert Charrier,
the abbes brother, who, as foreman in the mines, exer-
cises a most deplorable influence over the men.
When Jean makes his newjprofe ssion of faith before
the astounded worknen, who were prepared for anything
but that, he is cursed as a renegade. His simile of
the lion's feast and jackals' is the last straw.
The strikers rise in a tody, rush out, and murder George
Broussard. To punish Jean, they set fire to his be-
loved forests. When Jean cries out his anguish, Robert,
the blinded avenger of his fellows, howls with a fero-
cious joy "Bravof" I did not think I should succeed so
well . "
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The last incident of the play seems tc leave
no doubt whatever on the nature of the denouement.
When Jean is shot through the breast "by Robert,
he clings to the "branch of a tree, and, looking a
1st time at the burning forest, mwrmurs , "adieu, petit
Jean.
I fail to see the social import of such a climax.
It marks less the ruin of two classes in a pitched bat-
tle, than the dire failure of an individual. The true
subject is not the social and labor question, it is
the odessey of a generous but unfortunate man, who, find-
ing himself compelled to choose between two contradic-
tory ideals, endeavors above every consideration to
be true tc himself and to the cause to which he had
pledged his life; and who, in so doing, suffers, in-
flicts great sorrow, and dies in immense regret.
Like Donnat, (La Nouvelle Idole) Jean had v/anted
to die for an idea, and like him he does die before
grasping its supreme significance.
How can anyone, familiar with the first version,
tolerate the second, where, Jean, the dreai.-er, is meta-
morphosed into a self-sufficient, and thoroughly fatuous
business man. Lest our illusions be shattered, he
must, like all the great idealists of literature, die
young. With all its imperfections, the first version is
the only one worthy of Curel.
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LA KOUVELLE I DOLE. (1)
Doctor Donnat is accused of inoculating his pa-
tients with cancer virus. Louise, his neglected wife,
grasps the ensuing scandal as an excuse to seek divorce,
as well as consolation. She goes for love and under-
standing to her husband's "best friend, Maurice Cormier,
a young psycho-analyst. To him she goes for affection,
hut stumbles into science. Shortly after her arrival,
heijhusband is heard coming up the stairs. She hides in
the next room, and overhears all the secret worries
which are tormenting him. She also discovers that he has
inoculated himself as a sort of reparation for having in-
oculated a young girl, Antoinette Milat, whom he erroneou-
sly believed condemned to death with tuberculosis.
Louise comes to her senses and returns to her hus-
band, a wiser and less selfish woman. She prevails upon
him to allow Antoinette to live with them, and swears
love and fidelity to him.... but it is too late. Donnat
is doomed to an atrocious death. It is another sacrifice
to the newest and most inexorable Idol Science.
When Curel wrote this play, he did not have in mind
the satire of our restless, materialistic age, abandoning
the superstition of religion for that of science. He
(1) Nouvelle Idole, Fran 50 is de Curel, Editions Ores.
Paris, 1921
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did not plan a parellel between science and religion,
"but merely a study of the psychological reactions of
Louise's mind upon discovering the tragedy of her hus-
band's life. It was only after several revisions of
that theme that Curel finally hit upon a man of Donnat's
type for Louise's husband. He wanted a "gloriously dis-
honoured man" who could face the world with his head high.
The problem which ran away with the play is only supposed
to be a mere detail; the excuse Louise needed to leave
her husband. This "detail" is in the second act, and is
the reason for the discussion between Maurice and the
Doctor. And it is the most beautiful lyric passage in
all of Curel 1 s plays. One needs but cite the passage of
the water-lilies in order that the recalcitrants be
thoroughly convinced:
On voyait, sous une mince couche d'ea, , des cen-
taines de moutons a couture blanche, pareils a de petites
tetes au bout de longs coups tendus, ohl mais tendus a se
romprel Tous les jours les jours les tiges s'allongeaient , ma
mais s'effilaieat en meme temps. Je voyais mes plantes a
la limite de l 1 effort. Leur desir de vivre avait quelque
chose d'heroique. Je disais au soleil qui les attirait:
"Soleil, triompheras- tu? 1' . . . .iCq puis je voyais l'eau qui ne
diminuait pas assez vite et je tremblais: "lis n'arrivent
pas! Demain je les -«errai morts sous la vase... "a la fin,
le soleil a 4.*iiaph triomphe. Avant mon depart, toutes les
belles fleurs de cire s'etalaient sur l'eau. Voyez-vous
mon petit, devant cela, je A!8ai pu me 4**defendre de refle-
CKir. Vous, moi, tous les ochercheurs, nous sommes de
petites «eutetes noyes sas un lac d f ignorance et nous ten-
dons le. r;ou avec une touchante unanimite vers une lumiere
voulue. Sous quel soleil s ' epanouirong nos intelligences
lorsqu'elles arriverong au jour? II faut qu'il y ait
un soleil! (l)
l-Francois de^Gurel, La ftouvelle x dole, Act V Scene V.
Editions Ores. Paris 1925
i
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The play was hailed as a powerful tragedy, having as
theme the right of man to take life on a small scale
in the hope of saving it on a large scale. It is a
proof that Curel is but a medium through which his
characters live. The author had planned to give the
play to Louise; the public "gave" it to her husband.
"La Nouvelle I dole" , is a gvea strange play,
having three important characters, and each character
dominating his respective act. In the first act, the
action centers about Louise* She has not been happy
with her husband, a renowned Parisian physician. True
enough, she had had a great deal of sincere admitation
for the man whose life and intelligence had been conse-
crated to the alleviation of human suffering. But now,
he appears to her in the light of a monster, and assasin
who, for experimental purposes has abused the confidence
of hi 8 patients by secretly irinpculating them with cancer
virus. She is so revolted at such a thought, that she is
almost radiant when she finally holds the key to fter free*
dom; divorce will rid her of this horrible husband who in his
preoccupation pf ethers had neglected to diagnose her heart
and mind* Poor Louise, ruthlessly sacrificed on the altar
of the New Idol, she is really the most tragic figure of
the play. Antoinette and Donnat have the sadistic sa-
tisfaction which help martyrs accept death with open
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arms, while she is sacrificed for nothing, and what is still
worse, to nothing. Theirs is the exaltation, hers, the
ruined life,
Antoinette , the victim of Donnat's inoculation is
a sweet young girl who is willing to give up her life to
science when she learns the truth about her precarious
condition. Had her cure been complete, she had planned
e
to enter a nunnery, so it little matters to her whther
A
she gives her life 'wholesale 1 or "retail 1 , as she her*
self so naively puts it. She is the least appealing
character of the play, as she is so very detached and
•mievee". Julie* s type of woman, or Louise, are more
to my liking. Resignation would come to them only af-
ter a struggle; it would eonsequently he more interes-
ting than that of Antoinette, Too much passiveness, esen
in a woman is not desirable.
Donna
t
4 the man, the scientist, is as great a
fanatic in science as other men have been in former
times in matters of religion. In the second act, he trans-
ports the play from an emotional level to a psycholo-
gical plane where abstract ideas assume.-, so real and
anguishing a humanity that they become tangible, and
create a poignant tragedy. The love interest vanishes
before the turmoil in Donnat*s soul. Nothing had ever
interested him beyond science. However, once inoculated
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;tfh« is haunted "by the nystery of the unknown, of the
infinite, of the eternal. Hia proud and despairing
mind refuses to admit definite death, and in a su-
preme effort he trie* to solve the contradiction
of hi 8 intellect which denies God, and his heart
that craves the Infinite, For the first time he
realizes the limitations of science, and it ee-
comes clear to him as he studies Antoinette, that
in spite of all his clai s thet New Idol can never
replace the supernatural faith of groping, hoping,
suffering mankind.
This struggle "between religious faith and
scientific knowledge which disturbs Jean de Miremont
and Donnat must evidently peey upon Curel's mindm for in
almost all his plays that same inner struggle "between
religion and reason may "be detected, when it does not,
as in the case of "La Nouvelle Idole" sweep every other
dramatic element before it,
Curel has never reached greater heights than in
the character study of Donnat. In "L'Bnvers d*eune
Sainte" he has delineated Julie with hreater force,
with more "brutality, giving her more power, more
etarkness, "but he never soars to the lyrical summits
that he attains with Donnat, He seems to have put
himself into Donnat, infused his ovm soul into his,
his intellect into the mind of the scientist,
I have never read a play I enjoyed any more
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thoroughly « It may "be resumed roughly in this way; re-
ligion unites us to God thresh our amotions, while
Science limits itself in its search for Ttuth to experimen
tation. In order to find solace, one must therefore turn to
God through Faith, for Truth to Science, for Beauty to
Love.
I .»--.L.
.
'Jl
(
<
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LA EILLE SAUVAGE. (l)
Abelaio, half-civilized king of the Amaras (an
African Tribe) , has slaughtered the army of his arch-
enemy
,
king Koffy. Among the captives, there is a
young Erench explorer, Paul Moncel. He attracts the
attention of Totilio, Abelaio' s prime minister who has
spent some time in Europe. While the two men discuss
the advantages of civilisation, a few hunters find a
wild creature in a hear cave. It is a mud and vermine
covered girl of some sixteen years, a savage, unable
to profer anything "but grunts. The men are looking
forward to the wild and barbarous tricks they will
play on this queer "being. They are "bitterly disappoint-
ed, for the king, in a fit of generosity, gives her to
Paul Moncel, who takes her to Europe, where he plans to
study the effect of civilization on her.
He places her in the convent where his sister is
the superior. Two years later, the savage, who by
the way, is christened Marie, is totally transformed.
She has learned how to speak, and how to check her emo-
tional rushes. The miracle has "been accomplished "by
religion. The next time we see Marie, she has "been
(1) .Francois de °urel, La fille Sauvage, Editions Ores,
1920
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brought to Paul's home, -'.'here nothing in the way of
intellectual advancement is denied her. She travels
to every country in -Europe, in order to study the
customs and governments of various peoples. At
twenty- four, she ia a highly sophisticated woman,
an atheist, and in love with Paul. When he finally
decides that she is sufficiently prepared to return
to her country to undertake its civilization, he
tells her that she must marry Kigerik, the son of
Abelaio. She rebels at the suggestion:
HIls ont petri mon coeur des plus pures delica-
tessesl nourri mon esprit des plus nobles chefs-
d'oeuvre! J'ai pleurd d 1 admiration devant les mflr-
veilles ou palpi te la sublime d"etresse humaine. iSt
"a moi qui ne suis qu' emotion et tendresse, ils vien-
nent dire: "Petrif ie- toi dans ton orgueil! Que tes
chers espoirs dorment a jamais avec ta fierte pour
lineeu It" (1)
She realizes fully the greatness of the work mapped
out for her. .Neither does she want to refuse her-
self to virtue, nor to heroism. r>ut she cannot bear
the thought of being separated from Paul, whom she
loves with all "Curelian" ardor. When she sees that
he is obdurate, she sails to Africa, with Totilio, who
is charmed at the beauty, the intelligence of Kigerik'
thirteenth wife. Marie, as soom as she reaches the
(l) Francois de Gurel, La Fille Sauvage, Editions Ores
1920: Act IV
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shores of hernative land, sends back the escort of
nuns that Mire liinilie, Paul's sister had provided
for her. She demands nothing from the king, her
husband, except the privi ledge of ruling. In a few
years the whole country is transformed. Schools,
hospitals, mills, and shops, have replaced the "bar-
ren wilderness of the first act. Marie is the tyrant
over the people she has awakened. She tolerates no-
thing; the slightest infringement of the laws she has
established is punished by instantaneous death. Chris-
tianity, and all that it engenders is strictly prohib-
ited, under pain of death. There is but one person
who has the courage to defy her; and that is the mis-
sionary who had contrived to escape, when she had sent
her escort back to France. Her heart is filled with
rabid hatred against this man who represents religion:
"Pendant des annees (au couvent) je me suis sevree
de tous les plaisirs, pour §tre digne du choeur des
anges au milieu desquels je voyais deja ma place mar-
quee...St tout a coup, le reveil Plus de Dieu! Plus
d'ame immortelle!
. . . Devan t la mort, L'homme de genie
et le^chien sont, j'allais dire egaux, mais non
pas meme! . . .Le chien meurt^et ne sait pas qu'il meurt,
tandis que notre dernier rale, sur le seuil du neant,
eat un oris d* epouusnte. Ces idee? empoisonnent ma
vie 1 .Jus que dans les bras de men araanti, elles me
dechirent. On ne se console pas d'avoir perdu l'eter-
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nit&.t... on ne pard^nne pas a ceux qui nous ont
envoyes courir derriere la funeste beaute dujdivin
mirage! ... .Vous , les pretres, qui par vos impos-
tures avez fait de moi une miserable egaree, je
vous hais Comprenez
s
a present, mon Pere, pour-
quoi votre te*te est mise a prix!
Paul Moncel comes to visit his ward; he is ama-
zed at the change that so little time has wrought
in her. He pleads for the life of the priest whom
her soldiers have captured in the bear- trap, where she
herself had been found. But she is inexorable. Father
Maximiia La condemned to death, as a sacrifice to Marie's
illusions. Barren of heart, disillusioned, disgusted
with life and with herself, she goes on living, crush-
ing all with her hatred, surrounded by fear and terror.
Although we might despise and dislike Marie, it
is hard not to understand the motive for her radical
change in the fifth act. Curel a* claims that in this
portrayal of Marie, he has endeavored to concentrate
in one person, the various stages through which human-
ity has passed since the beginning of history. *t seems
rather the odessey of a woman in love, then the alle-
gory of mankind, although traces of the latter can be
(l) .Francois de Curel, La Fille Sauvage, Editions Cres,
1920. Act V.
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found clearly allthrough tie play, but the impres-
sion received "by that is not so strong as by that of
the love impulse;
|JUn«4 autre fois vous annonciez que le cul-
te de3 heros allait remplacer celui des idoles et
cette nouvelle , survenant au cours d»une certaine
nuit feconde en nobles emotions, me transportait au
point que, prete a tomber a vos genoux je m'ecriais:-
Soyez aon grand homme, voulez-vous?(l)
"Autrefois j e me sentais attiree Dispenses
moi de dire par quoi....A present j'aimei Mon mattre,
lorsque vous pensiez travailler a l'education d*une
reine, vous formiez une amante!"(2)
In the first act, the savage girl represents
accoraAg to the author, humanity in its first strug-
gle. She, like primitive man, is little above the
beast, unable to do anything beyond satisfying her hung
gers - both physical and sexual.
Her sojourn at the convent brings about the mira-
cle that was wrought by religion in the Middle Ages.
The idea of God, has displaced every othefi thing in
Marie's life. She becomes a fanatic, praying for the
whole world, and especially for Paul, whom she begins
to love in a half mystical way. Then, as the cult of
reason came to cast its light upon the Dark Ages, so
does Marie's soul succumb to the charm of intellec-
tuality and Science.
(lJ^iPille Sauvage, Acts IV, Scene II/gjN M n NUN ft It ft
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After having exhausted their possibilities, she turns
to Paul for love; but he is obsessed by dreams and
visions much greater than love, tie is obdurate, she must
marry Kigerik and fulfill her destiny. Then the re"bel is
turned full upon us:
^'Je serais vraiment naive si je sacrifiais mon bon-
heur a leur pro speri te! M
"Pendant les anaee s ou^j*ai vecu abimee en Bieu,
j ' appartenai s tout en ti ere a I'amour. J'etais l r Spouse
oherie du Christ • La Vierge Marie Itait ma mere adore©.
. ; gardi in, la nuit veillait a mon chevet, le jour
gttidait mes pas, comme un grand frere. Mes actions ve-
naient du coeur et recevais.vt l'accueil d'un divin coeur.
Puis j'ai decouvert qu'il n'y a & pas de Dieu, mais aussi-
tot vous avez propose a ma tendresse les trends hommes.
Pour me les faire aimer, vous m' avez
(
introdui te dans l'in-
tirnite de leurs c-. -res. J'ai pleure d'admiration devant
les merveilles ou palpi te la sublime detresse h^maine.
Mais toujours, partout, musique, tableaux, drames, romans,
m(ont represent! I'amour, ont exalte sa noblesse et son
mystere, m'ont appris qu'il est seul capable d'arracher
nos ames a la mortelle solitude. Et vous osez pretendre
qu'une education qui, du commencement a la fin, ra'a envir-
onee d'une atmosphere embrase d'amour, ne preparait pas une
amante?" (l)
Heart-broken , she takes refuge in pride and finds
303 Jolation in power. All the fury of the woman scorned
is sublimated; she returns to her country, and falls much
lower than she was at first. She spares no-one, nor any-
thing, and her reign becomes one of terror; she is more
terrible than a barbarian, for her cruelty, her depravity,
are bom of a thinkingmind , and no longer of the impulsive,
(1^ La Pille Sauvage, Act IV, Scene II
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natural, satisfaction of savage instinct. If Paul
had accepted to rule with her; if he had given her his
love and companionship, she would have remained the
charming creature of thejthird and fourth a^t. But,
when he fails her there is no reason why she should
strive to climb the hill, when the voice of the cuckoo
in the valley sings so alluringly.
Marie, instead of demonstrating humanity in its
slow struggle to a. thinking and reasoning level is
the proof of the power of love. What she "becomes is
not the result of her natural impulses, for nature
rarely makes so low a creature turn to Science and
Culture, like the plants to the sun. Ajjgreat motivi-
tating power is needed, and in Marie's case, that
incentive was Paul.
La Pille Sauvage is a very fascinating play to
read. It is essentially the "Spectacle dans un Jj'au-
teuil; fascintaing to read, cut practically impossi-
ble to produce on the stage. I wonder whether ^urel
who is about the only playwright today to indulge in
these fireside plays, will be recognized as Musset
was, as the greatest dramatist of his century? As
far as ideas are concerned, I am thoroughly convinced
n
of it, although this play is so very invrai semblable.
"
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LE COUP D'AILE (l)
The plays opens with the noise of naval ma-
nofeuvers. The Pinson family and several guests are
matching the spectacle from the piazza of their pi--
palatial home. In the midst of the hubub , M.Bernard
Prinson, the father arrives. He is a deputy, and is
quite elated with the brilliant and flattering orator-
ical success he has that day enjoyed at theChamcre.
There is hut one cloud to mar the serenity of his life;
his brother, Michel Prinson, renegade, traitor pariah,
who has returned to France from Africa in complete
disgrace, has chosen this moment to call upon them.
Michel explains to -Bernard that the stories concerning
his rebellion are tarue. Me has razed, he has burnt,
he has slaughtered. But he is not happy, for he dreams
idly. Will his brother give him the money necessary
for the re-conquest of the empire he h^.d once built
for himself in the wilds of Africa, in order that he
might offer them to Prance to regain his lost prestige?
Ke is not moved by patriotism, cut by an intense de-
sire for another taste of the glory he had once known.
Bernard refuses absolutely to have anything to do with
(1) Pranqiois de Gurel, La Coup D'Aile, Editions Ores,
Paris, 1922
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schemes. Everybody gives him a cold reception, ex-
cept a young girl wham Bernard has brought from ae
convent in Faris, where she has spent most of her life*
5he is Michel's daughter, Helene, whose mother he had
aoandoned eighteen years before. Both are unaware of
their relationship, although they feel strangely drawn
to one other. She finds in him a responsive chord....
she sees in him a rebel who can understand her turbu-
lent soul wherein seethes a rabid hatred for the fa-
ther who had so basely deserted her. Llichel decides
to adopt her. She wbuld provide consolation and so-
lace to his barren heart, and she would cheer his im-
mense solitude. He hesitates, however in asking iier to
dedicate her life to his. In order to triumph over his
doubts, Helene decides to put an end to his uncertainty.
She hides the regimental flag which had been kept in
the house, and upon it's discovery in her room, althougi
she expects to be sufficiently disgraced to be allowed
to follow Michel, she is merely ignored.
t *
Bernard then tells Michel that Helene is his
daughter; he is overjoyed. 3ut when she learns that
Michel is her father, Helene refuses to go with him.
Michel's fury breaks loose, and trie two engage in a
rather melodramatic scene, in which the fiather attempts
to strangle her. After the emotional gale has subsi-
ded, the. realize how irrevocably they are bound to
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each other, and they plan an»ew to go av/ay.
But, at the last moment, Herouard, the commander
of the maneouvres redognizes Michel Frinson as the
"glorious renegade", and exhorts him to join the
Foreign Legion, in order to seek rehabilitation.
Michel cannot resist. So he leaves Helene as soon as
he finds her. She is to remain with her uncle, and
he is to seek fresh paths to glory.
"Le Coup d'Aile is a magnificent study of a
rebel, of a man living on the outskirts of society,
who fights it tooth and nail, while seeking desperate-
ly for the loop- ole which will permit him to slip
back into respectability. He wants rehabilitation
with all his soul, but he does not want it by the dull
and slow road of repentance. A "passionne" of glory
he wil come back with the help of some wild scheme.
Strange though it may seem, one cannot despise Michel,
the pariah, although he is an odious sort of person.
rerhaps it is oecause of his indomitable love of glory
To it he sacrifices all, blindly and unquestionably.
In its quest his life has been ruined and his soul has
ioeen irreparably scarred, still he cannot withstand it
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call. It has become his religion, his idol. .vhen it
beckons he is ever ready to burn incense at it's altar,
even though he feels in his heart of heart that it is
all in vain.. .To hira, glory is country, father, mother,
wife, cViild and life. before it all must bow; to it
all must be rathlessly sacrificed. .('hat draws him to
Helene is not the re-awakening of hispaternal instinct,
out rather the joy of finding a kindred soul wherein
will bud again his appetites of glory and revolt, where
will love again all his dreams. For, when glory summons
Him back to the battle-fields, he does not hesitate to
trample on Helene ' s love. ^ t means the end of their
short-lived dreams of peace and companionship but
what of it? His mistress calls and her voice is seduc-
tion itself. He cannot resist, so he goes off to Afri-
ca ... t o the desert, to sweat, to thirst, to fight, ma y -
oe to die. ...out perhaps to giory.
Helene is just another "Curelian woman. .irdent
,
revolted, thwarted in her affections, she only finds some
one upon whom to pour all her heart but to have him de-
nied her. Having loved and lost may oe better than not
having loved at all, but it is an experience frayed with

heartbreaking regrets, with a nostalgia which of tens makes
one wonder whether the eatasy is at all worth the anguish
that inevitably follows in its wake; Michel goes out again
in quest of his will o' the wisp, but ieldne remains alone,
more alone perhaps than before, "pour danser avec les
jeunes sous-lieutenants."
"Le Coup d'Aile is one of Orel's most popular [ lays,
as it was construed rather as a study on patriotism than
as an impartial analysis of glory. According to Gaillard
de Champris (l) it m..ght easily be called "L' En vers d'un
Forban." It is eminently worthy of u urel, because of its
force, its originality, the audacity of the theme, the
high tension maintained from the beginning to the end, and
above all for the gigantic mental and emotional stature
of Helene and Michel.
(l) Le Theatre de M, de Ourel, La Revue des Deux Monde s,
Oaillard de ^harapris, January 1, 1918
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L 1 AHE EM FOLIE. (l)
To Francois ^urel, great hunter enamored of immense
forests, and attentive observer iraoued with Darwinism,
humanity is not isolated in nature, and civilized man
is not isolated in humanity. The animal can be traced
in primitive man, as primitive man can be trace, in
civilized man. Therefore everyone of us possesses with-
in himself two distinct beings, the animal or the savage
oeing, and the social being. jffar and love are the two
elements which are most pro me to destroy the equilibrium
which civilization has partially succeeded in establish-
ing. Later, rel studies the effect of war in "Terre
Inhumaine" and "La Viveuse et le Moribond" as he portrays
the struggle of the love element in "L'Ame en Folie."
Blanche R i o 1 1 e is the grumbling, sickly wife of a
bourgeois .scientist, Justin.Riolle, author of a treatise
on animal love, "L'Ame en Folie." 'fhey live quietly in
the country until the day Michel Fleuret, a Parisian act-
jr and dramatist, pays them a visit. He is very much in
love with Justin's niece, Kosa Romance, a noted actress.
She is trie mistress of a social dramatist, and t ne atten-
tions of Michel place her in a position that is exceeding-
(l) Francois de ^urel, L'Ame en Folie, editions Ores,
Fa r i s
,
19 2 2
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ly difficult. So
} she runs away from Paris, but not with-
out leaving her address. Blanche, who is about forty yecirs
old, falls violently in love with Mich e 1 , who , quite un-
aware of the emotional ravages he is aoout to cause,
pours forth all his admiration on -osa. The old psycho-
logist himself is not insensible to the charms of his
exquisite niece. ^ t is a strange houseihold, this one
where everyone seem;; to be "en Folie»"
There is another character whom v/e nave not yet men-
tioned the original invention so dear to Corel's
heart. It is the Skeleton. Blanche's father, an artist,
had used it as a model in his attic studio. "lanche
had always been troubled by its annoying proximity.
She begs to have it buried in "holy ground", out her pe-
tition is refused because of the strange nature of "the
guest." It was a medley of odd bones gathered here and
there, and strung up on a wire to resemble a real ske-
leton. After a great deal of casuistry, Justin succeeds
in co vincing the priest that this collection of bones
is worthy of christian burial as those found on the
battlefield.; so the keleton is carried off. Blanche
stays up in the attic in order to straighten up various
things
,
wViile rummaging about, she picks up an encyclo-
pedia and looks up the history of Lucretius and -"essali-
na, two figures of antiquity which her father had rainted.
Just as she becomes absorbed in these stories, she has
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a heart attack. The skeleton appears and locks the
foolish infatuation she has conveived for Michel, accus-
ing her of carnal and bestial desires. He then relates
the strange story of the various bones of his oody, and
finishes his horrible conversation by warning her of
approaching death. When Rosa and Michel come up to the
attic, they find the lifeless body of the unfortunate
woman who v/as unable to survive trie shock of the trick
played upon her imagination. On her lap is the story
of Messalina, the most impure woman of antiquity. Up
to the very end, her life has been a struggle between
'I'ftSgs et la bete."
The origin of theinci dents which give this play its
tragic denouement is exposed in the second act. it is
the most interesting part of the play, although it does
appear exceedingly discursive. However, the nature of
the conversation which takes place at the Riolle oreak-
fast table is so new and of so astounding to most of
us, that one forgets the length of it. None but the
initiate could be acquainted with the facts which prompt
Justin to discuss th.e difference between the element of
love as seen in animals and L! &an% Civilized man has
striven not to allow the soul to became the slave of
-the senses. n e has reserved for himself the right of
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accepting or rejecting passion; Vie lias kept for himself
the power to choose.... and therein lies the uoyss of
difference between man and animal. In the animal king-
dom, the strongest only, woo and win a man, on the con-
trary does not impose his attentions; he becomes ~n ad-
mirer, a suitor. Woman chooses, and she is as capaole of
becoming enamored of the weakest of her suitors, as not...
for, "Plus on a d lame
,
plus on a le pouvoir d'etre insen-
se . " ^ or there is in us that spiritual energy which inter-
venes in contradicting laws of animalistic selection.
This problem of love in relating itself to the mind evokes
the problem of human values, and that of destiny. Science
which has been incapable of solving the first enigma, has
been equally unable to decide about the second. Is every-
thing, consequently to be doubted! The futility of it
all appals Justin:
....Si je quitte le foyer pour vagabonder dans
la campagne, ce sont encore des lambeaux de ma vie qui
restent aux buissons c orame la laine des ore bis. ~ncore
la comparaison n'est-elle pas juste**. • La laine cue re-
tiennent les epines n'est pas perdue, elle va garnir les
nids des oiseauxJ .... Tandis que me a longues randonees ne
laissent rien (l)
If "urel's thought is expressed in this cry of anguish,
.is Irugedy is obviously more than an exaltation of
voluptuousness as sung by Lucretius, it is more than a
study of the Freudian libido.
(1) L
*I»'Ame en -r olie " Editions Ores, Far is 1922, page 318
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This daring and powerful play is written in vigorous
and poetic language. The subject is an exceedingly dif-
ficult one and Curel has treated it with great seriousness
It is regrettable that it is perfectly intelligible only
after reading the preface. It is the only play of "urel
that has this Shavian trait. Nevertheless it is eminently
worth while and goes far in proving the intensity of the
struggle which man ma&t wage in order that "l'ange" may
triumph over "la bete."
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LA OWED IE DU GENIE, (l)
As in "La Nouvelle Idole", "urel has studied t : ie
coll pa se at belief founded upon science; in "Le Re pas
de Lion" the deceptions and disillusions of social
apostleship, in "La J omed ie du Genie" he tries to analy-
se the impotence at disinterested art.
Felix Ja jrenat is by vocation a man of letters, a
dramatist. All is to him a subject of study. avery
psychological case interests him, and consequently every-
thing becomes matter f or a psychological study. </hen
he does finally write, it is for an elite. That elite
is conspicuously absent when his first play is presented
in the provincial town where his mother lives. Kis enga-
gement to his boyhood sweetheart is broken, after the scan-
dal following the discovery ftf a notorious Parisian ac%ress
playing the maid -servant in his house.
The second act takes place in Paris, seventeen ; ears
later. Felix is now one of the leading *'rench dr.'matists,
as well as the father of a sixteen year old boy Bernard
,
who is passionately fond of the th eater. borne years later,
Bernard writes a play, "L* Ange Deehu" which he sends to his
father under a pseudonym. Felix recommends it without
knowing it is his son's. ^o, it comes about that both
(l) *rancoia J e urel, ^a u omedi« ffu Genie, Editions "res,
19 24
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both father and son will have their "premiere" on the
same night.
The fthird act takes pic.ce in the promenoir" of a
miis ic -Via 11 , where Felix is trying to kill time and u void
reporters while anxiously awaiting the results of his
play. 3ernard rushes in and tells him that although "La
i i
Come die du Genie .is a masterpiece, it is a decided "flop"
(
"Seulement, ces gens ne savent a ouoi se racrocher
le genie Envoila un sujet pour eux! Moi
,
qui suis
"ait a leur image, je ieur d onne en pature "L'Ange Dechu"
C e 1 a ne vaut r.as un clou, et les imbeciles sont carables
d e s'en regaler. ".../
Felix, s ho has been up three whole nights, finally suc-
cumbs to fatigue aid falls asleep after his s;n's depart-
ure, './hen he awakes he runs to the "Comedie Francaise",
only to discover that his play was a failure .a
sublime and glorious failure, but nevertheless a dismal
one. In utter dismay, he sits down, in t.e semi-obscurity
if the rlay house and meditates a long while. He is finall
aroused by a confused murmur of voices. He raises his he^
and sees himself environed by shadows. Ha studies them
closely and sees all the great characters of literature
assembled there. ^$ong others, he recognizes Hamlet, Al-
ceste, L'edea, Juliette, -hedfe, Joan and El Cid. Don Juan
who happens to be next to him, tells him the reason for
the »»*e re- union:
"Ce sont les heros des pieces admire 8 par les hommes.
Les siecles paseent, les royauraes sont detruits, les peu-
Les siecles passent, les

turits, les peuples sont aneantis, rnais lea person-
nages des grands chef s-dloeuvre restent vivants. lis
forraent une huuanite ideale, plus 4eune, plus pas-
sinnnee, plus reraplie de vibrante energie que 1 nu-
manite re'ele. Us sont la veritable hunanite. UJ
Felix wonders whether one of his characters will
appear to ioin the immortal phalanx. Just then a
young woman in modern dress makes her appearance.
He rushes f orwa rd . . . alas ! it is the heroine of
L'Ange Dechu." In despair he asks ^on Juan where
he should go in search of genius, and strange to
3 ay, "El gran burlador" answers "To God". At this
point a tug on the shoulder rouses Felix from a
most extraordinary dream. It has given him. a never-
to-be forgotten lesson, and the reason for his fai-
lure. He now realizes that hisplays were condemned
to a short life, because in his d sire for immorta-
lity, he had overlooked the necessity of pleasing
the publ ic
.
Some time later, while travelling in Switzerland
he enters into a little convent chapel, Eberhardt, a
iaonk, is explaining to a future priest the
ritual of the Mass, comparing it to drama, claiming
that is is the greatest of all plays, because besides
having all the elements which go in to make immortal
masterpieces, it requires t, e audience as part of the
adt or s
.
&&
(1; "Ccnedie du Genie" Editions Ores, Paris
1924
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Such is the unexpected and disconcerting end of k
this play. x t is highly interesting as a study of
a confident man, but as a flay I do not like it. I
am not very fond of shadows, ghosts, or any other
type of supernatural visitors on the stage, so that
I am a little prejudice against n" La Comedie du Ge-
nie". ± t seems a little forced and artificial to
me
.
Felix Dagrenat, who has been compared to Gurel,
is a dissector of souls, a lover of sentimental com-
plications who is totally bsoroed in the study of hu-
man emotions. The whole secret of his personality is
revealed is his c nfessions to Bernard: "Ce qui ra'in-
teresse ce sont mains les idees, que les orages qu*
elles soulevent." (l) He is essentially the artist,
living for and by his art, an individual for whom the
conventions exist for him to ignore, but for the
others to recognize and practice. This is ouite ob-
vious in the boldness with which he braves public opi-
nion, in introducing Armande, the actress, in his home
V/hat is till more eccentric and strange is his acqui-
sition of a son. One day it dawns on him that paterni
is the only thrill he has not experienced. He realize
that it would complete him, and would satisfy his ego.
However, he considers marriage.
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As too great an encumbrance to his liberty
so, he merely offers himself the luxury of a child
without the sanction of the sacrament • When later,
Bernard discovers the adventure relating to his uirth
he connot refrain from commenting!
"Tu t'es offert un gosse d ' e t ud e I . . Q u e tu
m'apjarais de plus en plus e p a x a n t ! . . C e papa**.
II confectionne un enfant pour assouplir sa men-
lalitei "(1)
Like most persons of his type, Felix is not
consistent with himself. He pretends to care onl.
for the applause of an elite but his resentment is
without bounds when the greater public receives his
plays with cold indifference. His disdain of the peo-
ple, his affectation, and his colossal d.sire for
popular success make him a rather unpleasant person.
He is an unadulterated snob, a"poseur ? . . . and not at
all the hero, the superman nor the genius that lie
would have us believe; for men of genius are more
ainipls, not so "faiseur d'embarras". They write under
the irajulse of their intellect, abandoning their
work to destiny. Furthermore, the mark of a work of
genius is that it always captivates both the mass
and the elite, oecause the author has been able to put
in relief an immortal trait of human nature. And
Felix us too much concerned preparing his page for
posterity to be much interested in others.
(l) La Comedie du Genie, Editions Cres, 1926, p 1-6,
Act 11, Tableau 11, Scene L.
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"La Soraedie du Genie" has one characteristic
which sets it apart from the other plays of 3urel.
There are no doctoral dissertations, no gigantic per-
son nages, no deep feelings, no love element, and no
deva sting tragedy. The dialogue is brilliant and
smart. They style is alert, luckd and elegant, The
author has proceeded oy tableaux, which eliminates
the element of the improbable so prevalent in "La
Fille Sauvage." The invention of the dream amay seem
a ahppy one; I do not like it. The confession epi-
sode is re^rettiioel as it is a jit "outre" Pere L-jer-
hart is more royal than the king, more Catholic than
the Fope. But it is a good joke jn the silly old duch-
ess who certainly got more than the thrill she was seek
ing.
(
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L'lVRESSS DU SAGE.(l)
Decidedly inferior, "but Very amusing ia "L'lvresse
du Sage" Curel's only attempt at comedy.
A French magnate, Paul Sauteraau, has a charming
niece who "believes her uncle to he poor. While at the
Sorbonne she falls in love with her professor of philo-
sophy ..... the illustrious Parmelin. To win him, Kor-
tense devotes herself to metaphysics. Although Parmelin
recognizes her intelligence, he* refuses to consider
her as 'un con parti 1 "because of her lack of fortune.
£aul, w&o is the philosopher's friend, invites him
to his country estate for the weel-end. There he meets
Horter.se, and learns that fehe is the niece of the
richest man in France. W&en he is ascertained that
she will one day inherit her uncle* s colossal fortune
matters alter considerably . He proposes to her and is
accepted. In the runtime, Hortense, who had "believed
herself almost a pure intellect while at the university
discovers one side of her natur* that is not at all
philosophical. She is all the more convinced, when her
uncle's neighbor, a young "baron, a gentleman-farmer,
"breaks into her life. Believing her interested in meta-
physics he endeavors to get into her &pod rra.;es ^y
philosophy ing upon everything he knows, specially
upon his hunting experiences. Youth is easily won,
|l) L'lvresse du Sage, Francois de Curel, Editions
Ores, Paris, 1924. J
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and Hortense is quickly convinced that all cannot "oe
found in textbooks and lectures. She also realizes that
she does not in any way love her 1 cher maitre* •
Like Hercules pressed between virtue and vice, Hortense
finds herself between action and thought, nature and
philosophy. ..the breeder and the metaphysician. • .a
picturesque and significant rivalty* Who will win?
Hubert de Piolet kisses her violently and awakvns her
to the joys of emotional life. Her fiance, the dialecti-
cian, pecks her non-commitantly on the forehead and
leaves her cold. Love and thought have always been stran-
gers. The philosopher realizes it and withdraws richer in
wisdom. The experience has probably furnished him an ans-
wer to the problem which he had so often raised in
his lecture-oourses. . . . "Pourquoi aime-t-on?S
Curel pokes gentle fun at philosophers in his
study of Parmelin, who prides himself on being a thinker*
His business i^s "to probe the very depths of the impene-
trable"; definition the author has rendered absurd in
order <fco bring out the sublime and ridiculous of such a
calling. Parmelin* s intelligence is highly trained in
the construction of ideas; on a paper he can go fair, but
in grips with reality a shadow suffices to deter him. He
constantly treads the clouds, refusing to come down to
earth. When a few friends bring him to a "maiaon pu-
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blique" he pretends to study the souls of the women
he encounters there... He is a snob, and not at all
• sympathique* • Hofctense and Hubert, are on the other
hand, two very delightful normal young people, who are
excellent foils for the pseudo-wit and erudition of the
philosopher.
The play was poorly received when it was given
at La Comldie Franjaiss in 1922. True enough, it is a
decided departure from NLos Fossiles", and "La Nouvelle
Idole". It is a successful attempt at comedy, and
follows in the trail of originality the playwright
has blazed for himself. Just at the moment when comedy
seems to he going down the grade, Curel, always an
innovator has applied himself to the conception of a
new gaiety, frivolous, and voluntarily audacious, hut still
of a high philosophical order* J^ll the originality of
the play, all its grace, and all its force lie mainly
in the masterful "blending of l toguenarde t philosophy,
of the spirit of the joy of life, and of smiling meta-
physics, where 'L'ange se moque de la bite*, so very
very cleverly.
Above all it must not be taken seriouslyl
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TERRS IHHUMAIHE (l)
Ho author of consequence could afford bo over-
look an event so fertile in inspiration as the 'uorld
War. For a long time Curel did not seem to find an
adequate theme, but finally, in 1922 he cave us
"Terre Inhumaine, " known in English as "iJo kan's Land".
It is Cornelian play, with desire and death as prota-
gonists, livery word evokes the violence of var, son-
tempt of life, the futility of everything that is not
pleasure, and the fever of the carnage where nerves
are taut and lusts are rampant.
The action of the play Lakes place in Lorraine.
Madame Victoria, a seducing and exquisite German prin-
cess, comes with the greatest secrecy to the war zone
to visit her hushand. She is sent to the home of Madame
Pari sot "by the German authorities. iKhile her room is "be-
ing prepared the two women engage in a conversation in
which they are vividly sketched. Madame Victoria is a
sentimental aristocrat, profoundly bored with her-
self and with the whole world. LTadane Pari set, on the
:
+v B1 hana i 8 the perfect type of the Lorraine woman;
solid, loyal, stubborn, stoical.
That night, Madame Pari so t' s son Paul, a French spy
(l) Francois de Curel, "Terre Inhurnaine," La Petite
Illustration, March 1926.
I
BO
comes to his native village on a mission. He cannot
resist the temptation of visiting his mother whom he
has not seen in three years. Madame Victoria sees
him, and recognizes him from a picture in the family
album. She decides to denounce him to the German
authorities. Paul realizes that he has not only him-
self to guard against this inevitable denunciation,
there is his mother's life, and "la patrie." There
is but one thing for him to do, if he is to accomplish
his mission.... and that is to kill the lovely princess.
Having made up his mind, he goes up to her room; there
he enters to kill, and remains to love, in which pursuit
Victoria is a willing enough partner since she finds a
reprieve as well as a thrill in his embraces.
The nefct morning, Paul admits the truth to his
mother. He cannot do away with the princess. jLadame
Parisot, who is not blinded by Victoria's perfidious
charms, assures her son that she has found a way of dis-
posing of her. While Paul interviews his agent, she
goes up to Madame Victoria's room and shoots her. Paul
is then obliged to leave immediately for the front, and
is e forced to leave his mother to German justice.
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This "modeste melo M as the author himself calls
"Terre Inhumaine" is not one of Curel's best plays, but
it is intensely dramatic and very adapted to the times.
It is vibrant with emotion, complex, sober, rapid, and
stark. As a development of a psychological crisis, it
is remarkable.
Superficially different though the characters may
seem, they are nevertheless endowed with the same cold,
positive, calculating patriotism. They do not go in for
great words, nor do they give vent to their emotions by
long tirades. Crueljty, hearties sness, and death are the
exigencies of the situation, and they are accepted un-
flinchingly. Madame Parisot is the most interesting
character of the play. Curel hasjmasterfully exposed the
struggle which she, as a mother, as a patriot, and as a
human being, had to wage with herself. It is the dis-
tracted mother who shoulders all the responsibility of
the crime perpetrated in her house. But if it is the
patriot in her that prompted her to kill the German wo-
man, it is also the honest peasant disgusted by the sen-
sual distraction of the savage love of these two, who
forget3 everything in the satisfaction of their senses.
But "Terre Ifahumaine" is first and foremost a
brilliant study f of patriotism, as understood by the
world's most violent enemies. In this play, to the glory
of French sentiment, appears clearly expressed for the
i
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first time, tne characterioti cs and points of contact
upon which "the French and the Germans right meet and
love, if the eneiiiec. of ycsterd.iy could only forget
the past, in order to b co::.e the friend! of tomorrow.
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v LA VIVEUSE ET LE MOKIEOOT),
After "Terre Inhumaine w which reflected superbly
the cold frenzy of war, Curel found his inspiration
dor "La Viveuse et le MoriVond" in the atmosphere of
upheaval following the armistice.
The title is misleading, for HLa Viveuse* is no
more that which one might suppose, than is the mori-
bund a man about to give up the ghost, Alice ha4 been
called * la viveuse* because as a war-nurse, tahe had
known better than any one else how to infuse life
into her patients. As for Phillippe, the moribund, his
health is excellent... , he is merely a candidate to
suicide,
Phillippe is overwhelmed with disgust for the
miserable person he has become since the war, and de-
cides to put an end to his miserable existence. He has
lived life out. After much consideration he rejects his
not banal idea of shooting himself under the Arch
of Triumph, over the grave of the Unknown Soldier,
His aesthetic sense prompts him to choose his family
(l)La Viveuse et le Moribond, Francois de Curel, La
Petite Illustration, 1925, J
i
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chateau as the gcene of his death. Having made
up his mind to leave this world, he is anxious to
depart as gracefully as poesible.
When he arrives at the castle, he finds the
house full of guests. Cdile de Puyval, fearing for
the worst, has come to ofSer herselfjas an incentive to
life. • . . . .hut to no %vail. Staying thAt night at the
•astle, is a young novice, accompanied by an old nun.
They are on a tourne$ for alms. Deceived and embittered
by life, Alice , the young novice, is about to take refuge
from the worad in a cloister, as Phillippe will in
death. Common misfortune establishes a bond of sympa-
thy between these two, who desire nothing more than
an excuse to live. Alice undertakes Phillippe 1 s mental
and moral cure; and so well does it progress that befo-
re the end of the play, the moribund takes his benevo-
lent nurse in his arms and imprints a kiss that is
anything but spiritual upon her lips. So these two
who had desired to seek forgetfulness in the soli-
tude of the cloister and of the tomb, stop half-way,
and compromise with marriage.
"piis play is by no meo^s worthy of Curel.
Eesides a few Clever lines it. is pure drivel. The
Characters are barring, unconvincing, and very artifi-
cial. It is a lamentable effort at a portrayal of 'vhat
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the generation of the war has suffered. Alice, Phil-
lippe, the nun, arejpuppets, who are on the stage mere-
ly to stir and provoke thought. But, we can see the
strings that pull them, far too clearly, so they are
annoying and irritating. The old nun, especially,
with her rose-water counsels and her everlasting
"bondieu series" is prodigiously boring. Why must au-
thors always fail in the portrayal of the good. Victor
Hugo makes his Honseigneur Bienvenu an old doting "soft-
soap", in sanctifying their characters, authors invaria-
bly destroy that spirit of "pep and punch" which is as
prominent i.i the good as in, the evil or the interesting
Curel did not fail to make this nun a perfect nullity,
as far as personality is concerned. In my estimation,
Odile de Puyval is the most convincing person in the
play, and that is not much of a compliment, at that.
Alice is a little sno'o
,
perfectly matched to her mori-
bund. It is a tremendous step down the ^rade ifor Curel,
who seems never to have had a second time the fecund ins
pi rations of 1692, the j ear of publication of "Les
?ossiles," "L'Bnyera d'une Sainte," "La j?igu. ante , " and
(
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ORAGE MYSTIQ,U3B # C 1 )
French literature id undergoing a return to
mysticism and credulity, and as a consequence the
supernatural and the fantastic have become "a la
mode" • Spurred by such plays as "Lilliom", and the
"Adding Machine", (both of which ttere translated
into French, and played in Paris), Curel, who had
always delighted in treating modern complex problems
decided to undertake the study of the subconscious*
In "Orage Mystique" he takes us away from things
terrestial into ahe realm of high imagination; but
|he nevertheless manges to keep his feet firmly
rooted on earth.
Clotilde returns to her country
home in the middle of the night from a visit to her
lover, and finds the door locked, and herself cob—-
promised unless she can by some miracle, enter unno-
ticed. n er husband had returned earlier than expected
from a business trip, and believing his wife asleep
in her room, little realized that she is condemned
to pass the night in the raging storm. Fortunately
her physician, Dr Tubal, who is on his way to a
confinement case, sa-ees her from disgrace by getting
her into the house, thanks to a trick "a la George
Dandin".
(i; Orage Mystique, Francois fle Curel, La Petite
Illustration, December, 1927.
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The second act takes place one year later.
Clotilde, who died shortly after her nocturnal
escapade is deeply mourned by her husband, who
is nevertheless tortured by doubts as to her moral
integrity. He is also obsessed by the memory of a
promise which they had made each other during their
honeymoon. The one to die first would appear to the
survivor on the first anniversary of the funeral.
The scene for the third act is laid in the
cemetery where Clo tilde is buried. Robert, her hus-
band, alone in the family vault awaits her. finally
she appears to him near a tree. She i3 dressed in
her bridal gown, just as he wanted to see feer.
They converse for some time; she proves her innocence
and commands him to resume the literary career he
had abandonned at her suggestion.
That is all there is to the action. It is banal
in its simplicity, replete with old tricks, still
the presence of Br Tubal, the 1 raisonneur • elevates
it to a plane that is^ftfr from ordinary. The thought-
provoking discussions he has with Robert, make
the ?/hole play; in Robert, one finds the questioning
gaping world, eager to beleive anything that will
amuse and soothe its weary soul ... .while in Tubal
we have Curel himself, who answers all questions
9
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"but who, as usual, solves nothing. And why should he?
Dr Tubal, who is in my opinion the protagonist
of the play, represents sound soxnnons sense. He paroles
clearly to his friend that ghosts and spirits are
"but hallucinations projected by imagination, by memo-
ry, by desire and by the sub-conscicus >j 1 at
which is in us rather than by exterior phenomenal
The greatest pr&of of tha& is that these supernatural
visitors never betray the secret of the hereafter; they
never have taught anything entirely new, nor h&ve
they ever said anything which was not already known,
And, in truth, all the previous explanations of
the doctor are verified point for _.oint in the last
act. Every word that Clotilde utters, evexy counsel
lfchat ^he giijes, even the declaration of her innocen-
ce are out the expression of her husband's dreams.
But he will none the less believe that she appeared
to him in her wedding gown, and that the dead are
granted leave to wander upon earth in order^fcO con-
sole those who mourn them.
Robert is just the type for such an adventure.
He_ is a poet, given to over-introspection. In my o-
tt
39
pinion the second act is by far the most intersting
and the most beautifully written. *t is in this act
that Robert expects the coning of his dead love. He
tells very simply the anguish, the terrors, and the
strange hopes which fill his thoughts, while the
doctor, his confidante, subtle adept of the meet
recent mental investigation, explains, analyses and
dissects his pr^..en timents with the iiuj:.lacav. le sere-
nity of the Guvant. All this discussion is done around
a tea-table, in a 'fumoir) ere all is peace and
q^uiet, except for the turmoil QtA Robert's soul.
This late dran&ic effort of Curel which %&s
Ugiven at Le Iheatre das Arts, in Paris, iast December,
is written with singular ability. It is a much needed
comeback from MLa Viveuse et Le Moribond", and"La
Come'die du G^nie M althottjjljit does not reach the great
heights of "Les Possiles", and "L'Envers d'une Sainte
Perhaps its greatest merit is that of actuality.
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CONCLUSION,
The contemporary theater possesses a distinct
characteristic from the old; whereas the latter
had as its basis passion, the former is the ex-
pression of the intellect. Curel'o theater is essen-
tially modern in this respect, for in it we find
the intellect converted into passion. The charac-
ters start from the rational and gradually descend
until they secure the triumph of the irrational.
It seems as though their intensity is the result
of a slight mental disorder which makes them pur-
sue an abnormal course in life and still do it
according to the most lucid logic. The men are
obsessed by one great idea and in order to Realize
it in its plenitude they trample upon everything; there
is no obstacle too great to be surmounted, no sacri-
fice too crushing to undergo, no suffering too
anguishing to inflict, Donnat, Michel Prison, Jean
de Sancy (Miremont), Paul Monoel, are practically
callous to the notional tragedies they cause, -
they are far too absorbed in the ideas which will
eventually spell their ruin,
Louise Donnat, Helene Prinson, Mariette, Marie,
La Pi lie Sauvage, and most of the unfortunate women
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of Curel's theater represent unrestrained instinct*
the exaot antithesis of the clear reason so evident
in the men* Unlike the women of Shaw's theater,
they are not symbols of a better state of things in
the world; they are determined, and resist fate until
they reach aeurasthania; then, despairing, they readi-
ly hover between madness and hysteria. Julie Renaudin
is nailed fluttering to a dream of an ideal lower she
can never have. Gabrielle, and her other self, Regine,
are tortured by a morbid jealousy whihh includes their
very persons, Marie , La i'ille Sauvage , creates herself
a soul, a mind, an » intellect in order to reach the
man v/ho has become her god, her all. To him she de-
dicates all her yearning, all her transformation, only
to have his love denied her. Despicable though she
becomes, one cannot deny that the following sighs evok-
es her for her all the tender souvenirs, all the anguish
ing deceptions she has suffered.
HJe pensais a un oiseau d'Europe." It is a heart-
rending cry of melancholy, which in some way atones for
(1) Maschere Nude, Pirandello, Sd. Bemporad, Firenze.
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her excesses.
Like Pirandello* 8 women, Brsilia, (Vtstire gli
Ignudi)(l) Silia, (II Giuco de}.le Parti), La Marchesa
Matilde S^ina (Knrico IV)*\» Vita che ti Diedi), the
hapless heroines of Curel not only feel, "but they
reason out their feelings and "by reasoning they
transfer them to a higher plane of complexity.
The lack of romance, the diabolical pride, the
intellectuality as well as the lyrical outbursts of
a Donnat are evident in every personnage, whether a "Fille
Sauvage", and ari stocrat c like Claire de Chantemelle
, or a finished egotist like Benneval. Like the
Knight of the Sorrowful Countenance they are possessed
of an extraordinay faith in their ideals; they saea
easily dissolve all the exterior world and create ano-
ther in accordance with the extravagant ideas with
which their minds are filled. They invariably strive
to see perfection and realization of dreams where
nothing but disillusions and despair await. Like
Don Quixote they insist on seeing giants where there
are only windmills. But as everything is relative, it
little matters whether Don Quixote raves and Sanche
tells the truth, so long as the helmet of Mambrinojls
(?.) Maschere Nude, Bemporad, Figlio, Firenze, 1928.
(2) n n Mm, m * 1925
(3) « « 1925.
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aa real to the old Knight as the amber's "basin is
to Sancho - so long as Refine sees the immortal
hero where there is out an exalted egotist, o* t':ie
de Chantemelle see the future glory for their family
in its perpetuation by the means they were forced to
adopt .why should they be wrenched out of their
dreams to faire the cold world of reality that most o£
ua must look upon day after day?
Perhaps it is in part to condonle with the
peculiarities of his characters that Curel places them
in the strange atmosphere that pervades most df his
plays • True enough, the themes , the pharactera,
the situations are of a strangeness which is far from
ordinary; and therein lies perhaps the greatest me-
rit of Curel 1 s theater. Most of his plays are discur-
sive , too lengthy to play commodiously , and too
filled with ideas to grasp well when presented.
In my estimation it is impossible to shoose
the best of his three great plays. It would be hard
for me to say whether I prefer "L'Bnvera d'une Saints"
to "Lea Posailes" or to "La x»~oavelle Idsle", for all
three are grandiose, startling, brilliant, and exquisite-
ly written,
"La Figirtante" stands apart as the play with the
cleverst exposition I have ever read. "L* Invitee *
is like its sister-play, "La Figurante", very improba-
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ble, "but distinctive and fascinatingly written. Then
comes nLe Repaa du Lion", fallomdd by a period of
decadence and sterility of inspiration that is surpri-
sing. All the later plays, except for "Le Cou£ I^Aile"
and^Terre Inhuinaine" are of a banality add an impro-
bability to shock the most gullible of readers.
"Orage Mystique", his latest, is obviously the product
of senility. There is some vigor in the dialogue of
the second act, but the rest is of the so^-sister type
of literature that is hard to conciliate with his master-
pieces of starkness and stoicism*
"Le Coup D'Aile" and "Terre Inhumaine" because of
therr treatment of the love and glory of patriotism
are remarkable. Cornelian, stark, grand, tfcey have
been popular 3,3 the themes are very i^uch at the •porte'e 1
of the greater public. Then, there are no tirades, no
gigantic characters to "o-iffle or to startle the ordi-
nary audience.
"La Come
/
die du G^nie", "L»Ame En Folie", "0-
rage Mystique, with their supernatural visitors
dissolving in and out of thin air, are too treat
a tax on the imagination to be thoroughly success-
ful theatrically. Bhoats are hard to visualize
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and to see then in the body on the stage always
produces a slightly ridiculous and disappointing
€ffect, David Pin ski,, in "Treasure" ruined ar.
otherwise good play by having spirits walking
ah out the graveyard in the last scene, and, they
are dressed in the conventional do these of the
inhabitants of the Hereafter. Why must playwrights
of talent like Curel resort to the intervention
of the supernatural? It sieems to me that there
are enough subjecta to treat upon earth without
dragging in other worlds of which we know no-
thing, in oider to spoil what might perhaps he an
excellent play. Strange to say, all Curel* s
"Supernatural" pla^, s are his weakest.
However his influence has been great, ± t
can be felt even in America, ?;here we are reputed
to be some forty years behind the literary parade,
George Kelley has recently given "Behold the £ ride-
groom, which is very much on the type of HLa Danse
devant Le Miroir", But, if we oee anything to Curel
we also are indebted to the great Antoine, whose
TheaHre Li'gre permitted young authors to break
away from the baneful furrow cf the 1 great Three'
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in order to neek new paths, new madlurns of dramatic
expresaion.
Francois de Curel, possesses the science of
Augier, the penetration of Dumas, file, and the
atrakneso and dramatic flair of Eenri Becque; he
is the first of his kind and will probably remain
the only one, as his background, his education
and hi 8 financial independence permit him to
indulge in his whims and fancies, regardless of
the public. Other writers after him will pro-
bably try to embroider upon the ideas he has expoe
sed, they may be more successfully dramatically,
but I doubt whether they will surpass him in de-
lineating the nuances of strpaJge paasions, their
agressive subtilities, their greatnesses, their
ecatacies, their greatnesses, their pettiness,
their sickness. So long as there will be a group
interested in the human mind, in its sufferings,
in its joys, in its anguishes, its hopes, and
its deceptions, Francois de Curel will remain
the magnificent innovator, the sower of thought
a great lyrical writer, and a psychologist of no »e
mean order t and "Les Fossiles", "La Uouvelle Idole"

9*1
and "L'JSnvers d'ane Sainte" will remain long after
we are gone as 1 gigantic fossils 1 of our turbulent
and restless age.
The End.
t
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L'ENVERS D»UUE SAINTE, ( 1892) 3 acts, Theatre Litre, $iuary
25^1892.
LES FQSSILES,(1892) first version; 4acte, Theatre Litre, No-
vember 29, 1892.
second version, The&tre de l'Gdeon. May 21,
1900.
L» INVITEE, (1893)
L 1AMOUR BRODE, (1893) 3 acts, Come'die Francaise, 1893, or 4.
LA BASSE LEVANT LE mBOIH, (1893) 3 acts Nouvel Ambigu, Jan-
uary 17, 1914.
LA FIGURANTE, (1893) 3 acts, Theatre de la Renaissance, Larch
5, 1896.
LE REPAS DU LION, 4 a.cts, Theatre Antoine, November 26, 1697.
LA NOUVELLE I DOLE. (1899) 3 acts.
IA FILLE SAUVAGE (1902) 5 acts, Theatre Antoine, February 17,
1902.
LE COUP D'AILE, (1906) 3 acts, Theatre Antione, January 10,
1906. Rehearsals stopped l,y Censure in 1915.
LA COMELIE LU GENIE, 3 acts 8 tableaux, Theatre des Arts, ^arch
16, 1921.
L'lVRESSE DU SAGE, 3 acts, Come'die Francaise, December 6, 1922.
f
L 1 AfcLE EN FOLIA, 3 acts, Theatre des Arts,. December 23, 1919.
Reprise, Theatre du Gymnase, Feb-
ruary 1, 1922.
TERRE IHHUKAINE, (1922) 3 acts Theatre des Arts, 1922.
LA VIVEUSE ET LE MORIBOND, 3 acts, Theatre des Arts, 1924.
ORAGE MYSTIQUE , 3 acts, Theatre des Arts, December 1927.
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